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-Faculty Reception 
Tonigh4 8 P. M. '(Ieacbers <.tollege 1Rews I Special Chapel Thursday, 1 P. MI. 
Columbia Medalist 
Winner, 1935 "T~L,L THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
/ CPA First Place 
1931-32-33-31-35 
VOL. XXI. CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1935 NO.1 
Joe Henderson Takes Office as Men's 
Union President in 1935-36; Succe-eds 
-------------------------- · 
C. P. Lantz Resigns 
As EI Head Coach 
Main Building 
Rewiring Job 
Is Contpleted Gerald McNeal, Head Who Resigned , . WinfieltJ.~ i\ngus 1s successor; ~ : 1 ,• ;, ~ .Uea•}l:Of .Little 19 Coaches 
WPA Offices 
OK Buildings 
Repair Budget 
R • .·- p •d New Leader Makes . Statemen~ ; ·t': '. • nWu."toeemain on Staff es1gns resi ency Plans will Be Announced t~ater, ·:·· ·r :.=....~ ~-
He Reports. ~. " • , , \ Obarl!.ls., P :·La.ntz, head coach 
----'" . ~ :. : o ., • • ~ ~t.~leti~ ~t E:;.s: err; for the 
Major lmpro,veme·nts Will Be 
Made at Pemberton Hall; 
Training School, Library, Main 
Offices Are Included. . • • • • • " •·• • J'i.st• twetltV-four ·yey.rs !has retir-Succeedmg Gerald ~o¥cfiT~},•rf~Igpf~4 • ·~B f lrt• • t! • .ervfc' 'othi fall 
Joe Henderson '37 Will serve as pres1- ro ac V'e s e s f 
dent of the Men's Union in 1935-36. and assumes directorship o 
McNeal plans to enroll at Miami uni- physical education, according 
to an announcement by Presi-
versity, Oxford, Ohio, this year. He 
Approval A waited 
Eastern State's main building has 
been rewired in conduit with holo-
phanP. fixtures, so that now the wiring 
m eets the requirements of the Na-
tional Fire Underwriters' Association ' 
and specifications of the State De-
partment of Architecture. 
was chosen to head the Union at the dent Buzzard. 
Winfield Scott Angus, track 
annual spring election in May. Hender-
President R. G. Buzzard re-
ceived word Thursday from the 
Works Progress Administration 
offices in Decatur that requests 
for repairs a.nd structural addi-
tions to Eastern's buildings had 
son was named vice-president and coach and director of physical 
automatically became president when education for the past three 
McNeal gave up the office. years, will succeed Lantz as 
head coach. 
Having assumed his new office only 
a few weeks ago when McNeal an-
Lantz will teach a full time 
schedule in the physical educa-
tion department. I 
been granted. The lighting is planned to give · 
ample illumination in the library, au-
ditorium, classrooms, and offices. 
I nounced his plans for the ensuing year, Henderson has not had time or oppor-
1 tunity to formulate a program for the 
Lantz would have observed his 
'silver anniversary' as head coach 
here with the opening of this 
fall's football practice Monday 
afternoon. 
These proposed improvements 
include: Complete redecoration 
of the interior of Pembert011 Electric Fans Promised Later 
Electric fans for the auditorium and 
certa.in classrooms will not be in-
stalled until later in the autumn, due 
to a misunderstanding over csmtract 
agreements. 
year. However, he was in conference 
with Hobart F . Heller, Dean of Men, 
early this week and stated that an an-
nouncement of plans would be forth- Details of change, with com-
ment, will be found on the 
sports pages. 
Hall; complete rewrrmg with 
new electrical fixtures for Pem-
berton Hall; complete rebuilding 
of the kitchen in Pemberton Hall with 
tiled floor and wainscoting and n ew 
kitchen equipment; complete water-
coming. 
A system of w1rmg for telephones 
in various places over the main build-
ing has also been installed and phones 
will be added later. This will make 
it possible for communication between 
the main office and various rooms in 
the building. Not every room will be 
supplied with a phone. 
GERALD McNEAL 
It is thought that the Union will not 
make any radical departures in the 
set-up that has distinguished it since 
1\ T Q • t t • organization in 1931. It will continue l9feW rzen a lOn to serve as a device for cementing in-
cooling system at Pemberton Hall so 
P I,_ l. sz·gs Attend as to establish frigidaire fountains on n each floor; complete remodeling of 
p M k terests of the men and directing them rogram a eS toward some useful end. In the past 
B E \ Union activities have included partici-0 w at astern pation in all-school events such as 
Conclave Uefd l•n bathrooms at Pembert on Hall, includ-fl ~ ing n ew fixtures; 
Expenditures for this project total 
between fourteen and fifteen thou-
sand dollars. It was granted by Gov- Talks, Community Singing, Tests, 
ernor Horner out of the appropriation and Faculty Reception Are 
for the biennium which closed June on Today's Program. 
30, 1934, out of the contingency fund\ --
of $20,000 allotted this institution. Community singing under the di-
Project Started Early in July rection of Dr. Lloyd F. Sunderman in 
Work has progressed on the rewir- the auditorium at 8:30 this morning 
ing project since summer school will initiate the second day of the 
closed. Most of the portions of plas- Orientation program for freshmen and 
ter, walls, and other sections of the transfer students. 
buildings which were removed to in- Speakers for the one hour meeting, 
stall the conduit have been replaced according to Chairman Hobart F. Hel-
and fixtures installed. Under the new ler, are to be Dr. Paul w. Sloan, Dr. 
system every light in the building may c . H. Coleman an·d President R. G. 
be controlled from a panel in the Buzzard. 
front hall ' beneath the clock. TP.erc 
are fewer drop lights in each room, 
but they conform to the newest stand-
ard of lighting and far excell the 
older ones . Except for minor changes 
here and there over the building, the 
entire electric system was the same 
installed here when the school was 
constructed in the late 90"s. 
---EISTC---
League's President 
· Explains '35 Plans 
---
Tests Scheduled This Morning 
Tests are to be administered from 
9:30 to 11:30 a. m. and from 1:30 to 
4:30p.m. 
At 8 p . m. a faculty reception in 
Pemberton Hall for all freshmen and 
new students is to be held. Miss 
Anabel Johnson, chairman of the fac-
ulty social committee, is in charge of 
the arrangements for it. 
Monday's program included a general 
conference in the auditorium from 9 
EU.a Mae J ackson, women's League 1 to 10 a.m. Community sin~ing was led 
president, reports that the "big sister" by Dr. Sunderman. President Buz-
and "little sister" plan will be con- zard gave the welcome address. Other 
tinued among the college women this , speak;,rs and topics w~re ~~an F. A. 
year. Under this plan each student Beu, Four Year CurriCula , and Dr. 
who has been ·here b~fore serves as Walter W. Cook, "Two Year Curricula." 
an adviser and counsel to one new Picnic Supper Held Yesterday 
student at EI. Fees were paid during the morning 
In the interests of this, Miss J ack- and registration was held .from 11:30 to 
son sent letters to "big sisters" during 4:30 p. m. At 5:30 a picnic supper 
the summer, asking them to write to and mixer, arranged by Dr. J ay B. 
their "little sisters." Names of new MacGregor, were held. 
students were obtained from certifi-
cates for admission and from summer 
school students. Miss Jackson asked 
summer students to report to h er the 
names of prospective women student.:;. 
Many replies were received. 
Student Council members, under the 
direction of Homer Hendricks, presi-
dent, assisted with the two day pro-
gram, which was in general charge of 
Dr. Emma Reinhardt. 
- --EISTc-- -
Four League Council m embers must A»·NOLD TAKES CHARGE 
be elected this Fall. Two of those .n/ 
chosen last spring in the annual elec- OF TEXTBOOK LIBRARY 
tion have failed to return to school. 
Freshman members will be selected at 
the first class meeting. Present mem-
bers include Jua nita Brown, Mattoon, 
sophomore; Josephine Moulton, Mat-
toon, junior; Ruth Miller of Casey 
- and Esta Dye of Dietrich, seniors. 
Reba Henry of Oblong, sophomore, 
and Mary Groughan of Flora, junior, 
have not returned to EI. The former 
was married during the summer and 
Miss Croughan is teaching. 
- - - E ! S"!"C- --
rEAN OF MEN WILL ·STUDY AT COLUMBIA Dean of Men Hobart F. Heller will 
take a leave of absence soon to study 
at Columbia university until February 
1. He plans to leave Charleston Sep-
tember 21. 
Student supervision of the textbook 
library will be replaced by a year-round 
manager in the person of Henry J. 
Arnold. Extra student h elp will be 
used at term ends as in the past. 
Mr. Arnold holds A. B. and A.M. de-
grees from the University of illinois 
and has had considerable teaching ex-
perience. He will also assist in certain 
duties connected with business admin-
istration of the institution. 
---EISTC---
EASTMAN HAS OFFICE 
Wesley C. Eastman, Director of Ru-
ral Education, will have an office on 
the third floor of the Training school 
this year. It is the same room occu-
pied by F. E. Boucher last year, when 
he was Superintendent of Grounds. 
K C • Jll To Repair Main Building ansas zty, lY.lO. Complete furnishings of north read-
Homecoming, social events of informal ___ ing room of main library, including 
nature, and lending support to worthy Sixty Delegates from Mid-west silent cork carpet; complete painting 
school projects. It has been one of the of exterior and tuck pointing of stone 
most ardent campaigners for more stu- Colleges Are Delegates work in main building; complete re-
dent pep at athletic contests. at Meeting. furnishing and carpets for children·s 
President Henderson prepared this --- library in t he Training School; com-
statement for the News at behest of Four members of Phi Sigma Epsilon pletion of the book cases and equip-
the editors: attended the national conclave of that ment construction work in each room 
"Men of the College: An organ- fraternity, held in Kansas City, Mis- of the Training school; 
ization such as the Men's Union re- souri, August 29, 30, Remodeling of room space on the 
quires united support of every man 31, at the Ambas- third floo-r, middle tower of main 
in college before it deserves that sad or Hotel. Local building; remodeling of main and 
t ·t businP.ss offices in main building; re-I le. As I see it, .the Union should delegates were Presi-
modeling of reception room of main foster three things: unity, leader- dent Hugh Harwood, building so as to provide an office for 
ship, and action. Without unity Thomas Chamberlin, 
1 the Dean of Men; completion of the neither leadership nor action will Hank Freese, and AI-
l tunnel from the Training school to 
result. I ask you to join with me in thur Spence. the main building; 
building a firm foundation for the Sixty delegates, Electric Conduits to Be ChangedJ 
first of these elements during the representing chapters Hugh Harwood Reorganizing of the electric con-
op.ening weeks of school." in colleges through- duits, gas lines, and water lines so as 
H enderson has been one of the most out the mid-west and south were to combine these functions under a 
consistent performers on Eastern's 1 present for the bi-annual conclave. more direct meter system; redecorat-
track team during his first two years Business concerned with the organ- ing and remodeling basement of Fern-
here. Last spring he assumed manage- ization and its chapters was the main I berton Hall for use as a college store 
ment with Carl Miller of the "Cracker point of discussion. Social high- room ; complete refurnishing of bed 
Box," which h e again will operate this light of the meeting was a banquet rooms of Pemberton Hall with solid 
year. Friday at 6:30 p. m. Several speeches maple furniture and with Simmons 
---EisTc and election of officers for the en- box-springs and mattresses. 
PHI SIGMA EPSILON suing two years were features. ---E ISTc---
TO MEET ON TUESDAY Preece, one of the local delegates Alumni Quarterly 
-- who attended EI last spring, has ac-
Hugh Harwood, president of Phi cepted a job with the Sheffield Steel 
Sigma Epsilon, reports that the local Corp. He plans to attend the Kansas 
fraternity will hold its first meeting City Teachers college during after-
of the year next Tuesday at 7:30 p. noons. 
Will Be Published 
m. Projects for the year will be dis- E!sTc-- -
Definite plans have been formulated 
for the publication of an alumni quar-
terly this year at EI. This will be the 
first time in the history of the college 
that such a venture has been under-
taken. 
cussed. Included are proposals to in- Fidelis club members have received 
stall dining service at the chapter club pins, ordered at the close of last 
hous~, remodel the third floor into a I school year. They are designed after 
dormitory, and organize alumni. the club motto. Roy Wilson, who will edit the quar-
terly, reports that the frrst issue will 
appear shortly before Homecoming on 
October 19. 106 Eastern Students Chosen to Work 
Under National Youth Administration 
News of former students and faculty 
members, information concerning 
changes in curriculm and administra-
tive policies, and announcements of 
FERA, the name, is no more. But 
FERA in form remains unchanged. Its 
new designation is NYA and stands for 
National Youth Administration, a n 
agency created by President Franklin 
Roosevelt and Congress at the last ses-
sion. created as part of the "must" 
legislation, NY A offers an improved 
and closer-knit agency. 
Students to Be Assigned 
Jack Austin '36 will remain as Sup-
ervisor of · the administration's branch 
at Eastern. He r eports that· all NY A 
students for the Fall quarter have 
been selected and assignment to duty 
will be made today at a special meet-
ing. 
Substantially the same set-up as has 
operated here since inception of stu-
dent aid in the spring of 1934 will pre-
vail in the ·future. Twelve p er cent of 
the student population in October of 
1934 continues to serve as a guide to 
the number of NY A helpers. . on· this 
basis, 106 students will receive assist-
ance this fall. important campus activities for the 
Local administrators are allotted $15 year are among the "features to be in-
for each student, which permits a eluded in the fall number. B y keep-
m aximum payroll of $1,590 per month. 1 ing the alumni informed as to what 
This is exactly the same amount paid is happening here the members of the 
out last year each month. The insti- quar terly staff hope this information 
tution is allowed to distribute $15 jobs will be passed on to prospective high 
t o cover as many deserving cases as school seniors. 
possible. The officers of the Alumni associa-
Thus, it is possible for NY A to give tion have agreed to finance the initial 
assistance to 120 students-consider- issue out of the organization treasury, 
a bly beyond the percentage quota. For printing 1500 copies which will be 
instance, if there are two $15 jobs, mailed out. This will provide a copy 
three $10 positions can be distributed. for each former student who has main-
400 Applications Received tained his office record near enough 
Nearly 400 applica'tions were receiv- up to date to indicate that he still 
ed for aid this Fall. The majority of lives at the address given. 
them came from those wishing to en- Just how the winter a.nd spring is-
roll at EI for the first time. sues of the quarterly are to be ti-
The deadline for application nanced has not been determined. 
was August 27, and many applied Alumni officers for this year, nam-
after that date. Those selected for ed last June, are: Miss Emily Or-
NYA work were chosen by the Plan- cutt, president; Harold Robbins, vice-
<Continued on Pa,se 8) 
president; and Miss Christine Dearn-
barger, secretary-treasurer. 
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.. With Mailing 
< • ' 
• ' "'c • ,. ·, ,' ' .. • ~, 
and Pay PoStaY=e "B(ith .... W aJis on Your Laundry 
· When You Can Get 
done right here at the 
and at most reasonable prices 
COURTEOUS TREATMENT I I I I PROMPT SERVICE 
You don't need to wait for the often slow 
. . 
and unsatisfactory mail service. You get 
your work back in a hurry, clean· and san-
itary· and have your clothes ready for. use 
on instant demand. 
We ~;Dill also give you the Finest Kind of Dry Cleaning Service and 
· at rates that will delight you. 
Telephone 397 and Give Us a Trial 
....... UN HINE LAUNDRY 
SIXTH & ADAMS STREETS 
1 . 
CHARLESTON 
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Camera Confirmation Welcomes Fr eshmen 
Page Three 
I
I New Orientation 
Program Operates 
At Pemberton Hall League Head ~Velcomes 
Frosh Women 
I With hopes of better acquainting n ew 
j student residents at Pemberton Hall 
Writer, 
1 with those who have been here before, 
----' I the Hall Council is initiating a new 
"Most of the Freshm~n girls have I program for the Fall term. 
probably heard more from the Wom- 1 It is the plan of the Council, head-
'FISH STORIES ' FLOURISH ten's League this fall than the upper- J
1 
ed by Peggy Fellis, to have each girl 
returning from last year take defin-
'·When care sleeps, t he soul wakes:' class women. However, the L,eague ite interest in one of the new resi-
Among the faculty this summer when functic.ns in th2 interest of all the dents. Each of the prospective resi-
sch ool was finish ed care slept and I . .· . wc~en o.f the c.ollege. for ~pon regis- dents was informed by letter this sum-
souls awoke, if stories of their t r avels 1 ·· ·· ·. 1 tratiOn each girl automatically be- mer that this plan would be in effect. 
a re t o be taken as criterions. Many of I comes a member of this large campus Several innovations to improve stu-
them must h ave forgotten that Mr. While other faculty members were organization. By participating in the dent relations at the Hall are pro-
T ennyson once posed that very com- casting their Enes with unreported re-I soc.ial activities and relationships ! posed. The Council hopes to hold ef-
fortless question, "Ah why should life suits, Harold M. Cavins cf the biology I whw~ the League ~pon~ors eac~ wo~- ,. fice hours for conferences with new 
all labor be?" department was succeeding. He made ~n o:.: the. cc:lege o wrll fl~d she rs g~m-
1 
and former students. An attempt may 
It may have been the machine age. his haul at Lake Winnibigoshish, Minn. 1~~ leadeishr~, ~~rsonallty, ~-nd col.ege I be made to frame a constitution and 
t hat robbed Mr. Tennyson's poetic fnends, and rs m turn o~fenng to the by-laws that will be permanent for 
epl·gram of r·ts worth. At any rate, fac- S d V . . group .her talent, suggestiOns, and co- I future membership at the Hall. tu en·t acatlOlllStS operatiOn. ELLA MAE JACKSON 
u lty members so~ved the question by . 
· 'E 1 ' C t • t I We hear plans for taffy pulls group I 
merely motormg away from the scene Xp ore On In en t s p ·h "h . t h , ' d f t· -- ea ' er aps a arve_s op, an a " VISITI~G INSTR:( CTOR ' 
o ac 10n. 1 "better rooms" campargn. The Big 1· .1. ,.~. J . I ~res. Buzzard Likes Flor ida 1 Striking _out for vacation resorts ~d Sisters can inform their new campus . IS! GIVE="l RECEP'l'ION I Welcome 
P resident R. G. Buzzard chose Flor- beauty pomts throughout the natron, sisters of the traditional events, such -. --i~a-:Daytona Be~ch-:-as th e sc_ene f~r many Eastern State stud~nts samp~ed as the Lsague·s Formal dance, Moth- Mr. _and Mrs. Eugene Waffle were 1 EI St d t f 
hiS soul awakenmg. Graphic evr- t he beauty of travel ana relaxatiOn ers' Day tea, and all-school parties un- over-mght guests of Dr. and Mrs. R. u en Se 
d ence t hat Mr. Buzzard h a d _bid far e- durin g the summer season. der the auspices of the Women's 
1 
G. Buzzard, 767 Sixth street, Thurs-
well to care came when a frsh , large Thomas Chamberlin visited an un- League and Men's Union." day. A number of the faculty associ-
specimen, was shipped t o Charleston 1 cle, Ed. Chamberlin, in San Marcos, ELLA MAE JACKSON, a.tes of Mr. Waffle called during the 
f or Dr. W. E. Sunderman. Texas, for two a.nd one-half weeks Women's League President. evening. Mr. and Mrs. Waffle are re-
S. E. Thomas and family chose a during August. Mr. Chamberlin is e:1sTc turning to Nashville, Tenn., where he 
rival state for vacationing days. Cali- head of the Department .of Adminis- Former TC High will continue study for his doctor's de- 1 
fornia it was, and sights at the san tration at Southwestern State Teach- gree at George Peabody College for 
Diego exposition did not escape the ers college. EI's Chamberlin enjoyed Instructor Weds Teachers. 
Thomases. a trip to Mexico during his stay. -- .----------------~ 
Miss Mary Thompson and Miss Rose Dorothy Armes chose the West for Miss Laura Jackson Parker became I 
Zeller enjoyed a cruise to Cuba, the I vacationing. California monopolized the bride of Lewis Douglas Meredith 
Panama Canal zone, and Colombia. h er attention. at Burlington, Vermont, August 19. I 
The trip was taken in interests of a Peggy Fellis, Pemberton Hall presi- Mrs. Meredith taught English and 
geography field trip, but business must dent, toured the East, and mentions coached dramatics at TC high school 
have been forgotten in t he thrill of New York and Washington as high- in 1931-32. She has been teaching in 
travel. For Miss Zeller captured the lights. While in Gotham, Miss Fellis an Eastern university since leaving 
shuffle board championship on board I called on Miss Nathile McKay, who here. Mr. and Mrs. Meredith will re- 1 
the steamer. studied at Columbia university. side in Burlington. 
F L And Ch Ma
. Roy Wilson, Leallyn Clapp, James ---E:IsTc---
. . rews ooses 1ne . C Mr d Mr F L A d d f Iknayan, Donald Cavms, and Harold I ARLESTO CLUB TO 
. . ·an s. · · n rews an am- Cottingham motored to northern Min- HELP STUDENT AT El 
rly, mcurable travelers always, set out t th 1 t k f A t w·1 , for distant points in Canada, en- I neso a e as w~e 0 ugus · 1 _son s 
t d th b t
. f M . d share of the tnp was a.bbrevrated Out of funds set aside · for helping 
coun ere e eau res o ame-an 
Like Impressions? 
See Our 
ADVANCE FALL 
SHOWING 
of the 
NEWEST- SMARTEST-
MOST UNUSUAL 
halted. when h~ was called back to Charl~~ton needy students the Business and Pro-
R. W. Weckel spen t ·the last two on busmess. ~he foursome VIsrt.ed fes~i<?'nal Women's club of Charleston is Style Creations 
weeks of August visiting one of the ~arold .M. Cavms, Easte~n State m- ~ he. pmg one girl through Eastern State . 
romantic cities of the world- New Or- structoi, who was campmg on Lake thrs year. This policy also was in ef- .Pm:~nb.e to Produce 
leans. Pokegama. feet last year. Mrs. Helen Renshaw I 
. Miss Nathile Mc~ay, a_fter _com~l~t- e:lsTc is the club presid:~~: SANDERS STU 0 I0 
mg work at Columbia unrversrty, VISit- Forest Buckler Wins . . I 
ed in Massachusetts. Quaint, p'ctures- Oakland Appointment Patromze our News advertrsers! 
que Nantucket was the halting point. 
Hair Needs Fall 
Reconditioning 
Summer was fun-with all its gay 
play in sun and water - but . it 
wasn't fun for your hair! To revive 
the soft lust re of your coiffure-
to repair the drying, bleaching 
damage of sunshine, and lake or 
ocean waves- just visit the 
MODERN 
BEA UTY SHOP 
PHONE 1501 815 MONROE 
On the return trip to Charleston, Miss Forest Buckler, former EI grid star, 
McKay stopped off at Silver Bay on last fortnight accepted a position as 
Lake George, New York, to attend the assistant coach and instructor in 
eighteenth annual conference on indus- mathematics and physics at Oakland 
trial r elations. This meeting was con- high school. Since his graduation in 
ducted by the industrial departments 1932 he has been a member of the 
of the National Council of YMCA's, in Allendale high school faculty, where he 
cooperation with representative in- was assistant to Coach Erret Warner. 
dustrial men. At EI h e was a member of Phi Sigma 
Werden Grocery FOLK-BAILS D·RY GOODS CO. 
You will note that each of the fac- Epsilon. 
ulty members spoken of so far chose e:lsTc---
a different vacationing point. It must 1 Evalyn Schooley spent the month of 
be. difficult choosing v,acation s~tes, and 1 July in Biloxi, Miss., visiting with 
strll be sure you wont bump mto one Beulah Haslitt, former student here 
of your colleagues. and Homecoming Queen two . years 
Friederich Koehl Tours Texas ago. 
Friederick Kock h eard the Municipal ---E:ISTC---
Opera in St. Louis and then journeyed Ruby Stallings visited with relatives 
into Texas for a short visit. Mr. and in Boston. 
Mrs. Hiram Thut visited in Ohio, as did 
the Glenn Rosses. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Sharp divided attention between Michi-
gan and Alabama. . 
Hobart F. Heller contented himself 
with schooling at Columbia and a visit 
in Pennslyvania . The following mem-
- --E:ISTC· ---
Complete drug service. See our low 
prices on your school opening needs. 
Peoples Drug Store. Walgreen System. 
North side square. · 
- --E:ISTC:---
Patronize our News advertisers! 
bers were lured to the haunts of .----------------1j 
Michigan and points north: Miss Ruby STUART'S ' M. Harris, Miss J essie M. Hunter, 
Walter W . Cook, Miss Annabelle Thom-
son, Miss Florence Litchfield, Mr. and 
Mrs. Harris E. Phipps, Miss Leah D R U G S T Q R E 
Steven s, Miss Annie L. Weller, Miss\ . 
Anabel Johnson. and Harold M. EAST SIDE SQUARE 
Cavins. l 
And Still They Traveled We Serve Only the Best Ice Cream 
Miss Harriet Love motored through ! 
Pennsylvania, and then visited in Okla-1 
h oma. Miss Florence McAfee spent I so~e time in Philadelphia. Robert I 
Sh1ley chose t h e West again, finding 
particular appeal Denver and Yellow-
stone park. 
So care is waking- a nd souls are 
and D1·inks at Our Fountain 
A nice line of Toilet Articles. Face 
Powders, Dusting Powders, 
Perfumes, Creams. 
We Carry a Full Line of 
Cold Remedies 
Light Houseke;.eping 
Supplies 
Humming Bird Silk Hose 
Henderson Girdles and Foundation Garments 
Excella .15c and 25c Patterns 
Silk, Wool and Cotto·n Piece Goods 
South Side Square 
Folk-Bails D.- G . Co. East Side Square 
DANCING! ••• SINGING! ••• ENTERTAINMENT! 
and His Orchestra · 
RADI O AND S CR E EN STARS 
Only appearance in Illinois this year outside the Trianon and Ara-
gon Ballrooms, Chicago. Featured nightly for the past two years 
over Radio ~tation WGN, Chicago. · 
MATTOON, Ill. H~~::f:.E~ SEPT.-16 
Bal~ony Seats 60c Dancing $1.10 per person 
nodding. And once again T ennsyson I 
wags an accusing finger at the recalci-
trant faculty and says, "Ah why sh ould 
life a.ll labor be." For teach ing days 
• 
OUR PRESCRIPTION 
DEPARTMENT HANDLED BY 
COMPETENT MEN 
TICKETS ON SALE IN CHARLESTON AT CORNER CONFECTIONERY AND THE CANDY SHOP 
are here again, you see. 
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WHEN FLIVVER FAILS 
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JVews newshawk No. 1 Roy Wilson 
is wondering what evil spirit thwa~ts I 
his every attempt to travel. Stones 
of his frustrated rambles h~ve ga~ned J 
wide currency of late, especially smce 1 
two defeats this summer. It will be 
Comes the new school year and 
a pretty tale from the hinter-
land about one of the 1934-35 
co-eds who is out to test h er 
teaching spurs for the first time 
this fall. The co-ed is Katherine 
Hall, Homecoming Queen last 
fall who is teaching in a rural 
school near Oakland this year. 
Housing Cards Become New Fea-
ture; New Pro·vision Is Receiv-
ing Special Stress. HAILE SELASSIE! ADDIS ABABA! remember·ed that Wilson, accompanied 
• It's great to ~e back among friends. We is 
all friends, isn't we? Did you have a fine sum-
mer? My, you're looking just like three A's and 
a B. Where did you go? What all did you do? 
Let's have the latest. You say you spent the 
summer in Charleston? Oh. 
ll by John Black, former News business .r / manager, started on a trip to 
_,.,. Europe in July of 1934. But their 
plans were balked at Washington, D. 
Purposes Outlined 
We deeply regret the passing of Will Rogers. 
even though his passing does give us fellows a 
chance. We met Will several times. He was 
a mighty fine fellow. The fact is, we've met a 
lot of fine fellows. Now there were George 0. P. F. Is Back 
Henry, Mickey Spence, John ' Black, and Roy 
Wilson. They were fine fellows, too. We haven't seen any of them for years. 
But back to Will. Will used to say he only knew wha t he read in the papers. 
Well, we only know what we hear in chapel, and with the new picnic ground'S 
on the south campus so inviting these._ ___________ _ 
fall mornings-well, you can draw 
your own conclusions, which you prob-
ably have done before you have read 
this far. 
We also regret the passing of the 
Little Campus in that it will deprive 
us temporarily of · the resonant voices 
of Professors Seymour, Coleman. and 
Guinagh. 
it. Incidentally, Fra.nklin always reads 
"'The Last Trump" last, when he reads 
it. 
Duke Middlesworth, ex -ed, is now a 
married man. He's down in El Paso-
on the border. Duke's doing splendidly 
on an El Paso pap er , and we think 
the Border a nice place to begin mar-
ried life. 
We understand the new light fix- Drouth Memories. 
tures are to be such as would delight Steamboat round the bend 
the heart of dear old Samuel lnsull. I Landing. at our pier-
--- May no marine disaster 
This column is continued at the re- Hit our lake this year. 
quest of the editor. We hope that it 
will soon be discontinued ·at his re- Just a Note 
quest, also. Frankly, we admit our "Having a fine time-wish y.:m were 
failure as a columnist. Not once have here, sleeping under blankets every 
we been called to our face a commun- night-these EI professors sure freeze 
ist, an atheist, a yellow dog, a cur, a you out." 
dirty democrat, or a menace to society. , 
And now, shepherd boys of the Lair, 
remember your flock! 
Mary had a little lamb 
Way back in early June; 
And now our field is full of sheepses-
At EI things happen soon. 
Page Mr. Lantz. 
-----~-----------------------
Truckin' and Teachin' 
Walt Morris and Don Cavins 
threw a scare into Leallyn Clapp 
on his first day of teaching by 
threatening to visit class. The boys 
had just alighted from Don's 
truck and were in trucking attire. 
The class were all girls. 
"But, guys," said Clapp, "you 
fellows ain't presentable." 
C., when no means of sea-going trans-
portation availed themselves. 
Railway Trip Thwarted 
After the summer term of this year 
Wilson and Leallyn Clapp, another 
News business manager, plotted a trip 
to New Orleans and El Paso-via thB 
"air-cooled" railways. Their hopes 
were stopped short at Cairo in Little 
Egypt when, by some curious artifice, 
they were not permitted to board 
southbound trains. 
Northern Trip Also Ba.lked 
Later, only two weeks ago, Roy 
~tarted in company with several Char-
ieston young men, including Clapp, on 
a trip to northern Minnesota. Reaching 
Grand Rapids, Wilson was greeted 
Witll a telegram proffering work with 
a Decatur newspaper. So back he 
can~e, frus ttated again. Wilson is 
bafl~ed over cause~ of his trunca.terl 
travrJs. It may i;>e that ex-business 
managers are the jil)X. 
---EISTC---
Warbler Contracts 
Let; Work to Begin 
With printing, engraving, and photo-
gTaphy contracts signed, Warbler heads 
announce that all is in readiness for 
work to begin on the 1936 issue. Hart-
man-Jefferson Printing Co., represented 
by Minor L. Smith, of Springfield, for 
the second consecutive .Year will handle 
the printing. Engraving will be cared 
for by the Ponti'ac Co., of Chicago, Til. 
The Artcraft Studio of Charleston will 
continue to do all photography. 
Editor Stanley Elam declined to re-
iterate the oft-repeated salt, "Bigger 
and better in 1936," when interviewed 
for the News . Instead, "A better an-
nual? No promises," was his lone com-
A deluge preceded the first 
day of school, leaving the coun-
try roads in a muddy and some-
what precarious state. Four 
t imes Miss Hall started to drive 
to h er school. Four times she 
got stranded and had to be tow-
ed out. Despairing of reaching 
' h er school by motor, she got out, 
doffed ho~ and slippers and ne-
gotiated the last half mile afoot. 
· -----------------
Counsellor Prepared 
By News Triumvirate 
Cultimating a three year campaign 
to make relations between household-
er and student more amenable, East-
ern State's Housing Committee this 
Fall introduced a number of new mea-
sures, designed to reach the desired 
goal. 
Housing Lists Are Is.sued 
Housing lists, containing detailed in-
formation about capacity of each house, 
the owner, address, telephone number, 
price of rooms, and miscellaneous no-
tations, were issued to each student 
wishing a room this year. This inno-
vation, it is thought, will eliminate 
"shopping" for rooms, and the inevit-
able bargaining with householders. 
Providing a survey of all activities The standard room price, introduced 
at EI, copies of the 193'3-36 Counsellor, last year, is prevailing this Fail. 
campus handbook, were distributed to Students are obligated to accept 
students during registratlnn. One thou- rooms only after contracts have been 
sand copies of the 47 page booklet, signed. As another protective mea-
.compiled by three News sta.ff members sure for the student, a month's no-
under the auspices of the Student tice must be given the student b'3fore 
Council and Dean Hobart F. Heller, room prices can be changed. 
were printed during the <>wnn.er by One Provision Is Stressed 
the Courier Publishing company. One provision of the Housing rules 
Divided into four sect.ions-admin- that is receiving special emphasis this 
istration, campus activit.!.cs, athletics, year is concerned with those girls who 
and school songs-the handhook de- I prefer room mates. If a student takes 
votes more space than usual to ud-~ a room with the understanding that she 
ministrative activities. Accounts of is to have a room mate, then that stu-
the deans, dormitories, housing regula- dent is required to pay only the price 
t'ions, library rules, Placement Bu- set, regardless of whether the room is 
reau, and the extra-cun·icular con- occupied by another or not. 
trol committee are included. A greet- Under no circumstances is a student 
ing from President R. G . Buzzard pre- responsible for recruiting her own room 
faces the work. mate in order to get the room cheaper. 
Editors of the handbook were Roy ErsTc---
Wilson, chief of staff; Alexander Sum- Carbondale to Have 
mers, and Leally~ST~lapp. Three New Teachers 
PERSONNEL CARDS WILL 
BE FILED THIS QUARTER Three new faculty members at Car-bondale were announced last month 
by President Roscoe Pulliam. They 
are Dr. Thomas F . Barton of t he Ne-We understand that EI is soon to 
have a new department for flexors and 
extensors. Let no one breathe that EI 
needs a gym. Always speak to your class. It'll wake them up. 
friends 
me~t. Charles Austin will se~ve . as . Personnel cards, to be filled out by 
busmess manager 01 the ~ubhcatwn. all college women, became an innova-
F. L . A~drews. of the Eng~ISh dep~rt- tion this quarter. Students indicate 
in ment ~Il~ contmue as advl'ser. Editor their high school record as to health, 
Elam mtrmated that he may call for date of graduation and classification 
staff candidates within the next week. along with preferences of activities in 
braska State Teachers college, w~~ 
will head the geography department; 
Dr. Agnes Genevieve Murphy of the 
University of Iowa, to the foreign 
language department; and Dr. Sher-
man B. Barnes of New York, who will 
head the history department. 
We're just waiting for the News 
stationery before we pay our bills. 
so far we have been able to find 
out the African disturbance is the only 
thing the Democrats aren't to blame 
for. 
It's not New Years, but it's t ime for 
resolutions. 
E: rsTc prep school. Information concerning 
W. C. EASTMAN SPEAK'S their families and other data called 
As soon as you have registered, call Wes.ey C. Eastman, Director of Rural 
Education, spo~e at the teachers insti-523. c tute held in harleston August 30. 
We have a bed for iris. How about 
one for pansies? 
After looking the campus over, we 
have concluded that there should be 
an orientation week for the upper-
classmen, too. 
---EISTC:---
Felines, Adieu! 
Considering the number of faculty 
members who have acquired pups dur-
ing the summer, this is destined to be 
a. doggy school. 
for in the registration "blue cards" is 
also required. 
Miss Nathile McKay, Dean of Wom-
en, will have sole access to these cards. 
The information is wanted for special 
reasons and will not be publicized. 
---EISTC:---
Remember your friends with flowers. 
They say it best-Lee's Flower Shop, 
413 Seventh street. Phone 39. 
---EISTC:----
SPEAKER AT INSTITUTE 
H. DeF Widger of the English depart-
ment was a speaker on the program of 
the Whiteside County Teachers Insti-
tute, held at Morrison, Ill., August 28, 
29, and 30. Mr. Widger delivered six 
addresses. 
They are telling the story around the 
Phi Sig house that Elmer (Leallyn 
Clapp to us) got a "sinking spell" the 
day he was to take his examination. for 
the army air service. Clapp's pres-
ent address is Paris, which is much 
nearer the earth, or so the dirt farm-
ers say, than the stratosphere. All 
of this reminds us that about the best 
thing a fellow can do thPse days is to 
encourage his enemies to take up avia-
tion. In the course of time, with due 
subtlety we shall mention some names. 
Anyway, we're glad to know that Clapp 
is teaching and not flying. 
Across Monier Bridge. 
There's a long, long trail a-winding 
Down through the trees far away, 
Where our nightingales are a-hum-
Milady Winches Under Jibe of Vassar Prexy 
Helloa, Miss Reinhardt! 
We'll try to stick around until the 
next boat leaves for Africa. 
Sheep on the football field! We 
hope no one pulls the wool over our 
boys' eyes. 
Convictus. 
Out of the night that covers us 
Black as the school from floor to floor 
We thank whatever gods there be 
Our dim bulbs are no more. 
Our advice to freshmen is the same 
as last year- DON'T! 
Freshmen Attention!! 
If you-
Like term papers 
Are a good-looking co-ed 
A handsome football hero 
Like to sleep in class 
Can stand a humorist 
Take Professor Hellandrheina.gh 
Colseybur, whose motto is: "Education 
With a Smile." 
ming 
In spite of what you say! 
We now have a "wishing well" - a 
!Jipot, we pr·edict, that'll be mighty pop-
ular in just eleven weeks. 
College editors and other people of in- 1 Penn State paper, The Pennsylvanian, 
consequence have recently worked conspicuously vigorous in its opposition 
themselves into a pleasant dither over to the Vassar head's severe indictment, 
an unfortunate r emark made by a tired had previously printed this vehement 
old man who had tossed his legs out of condemnation of co-eds. "They are 
the wrong side of the bed that morn- an invading menace ... At the under-
ing. graduate club they employ agility in 
The remark was, "There are no ladies bel:l.ting the men to the tables and take 
And how fortunate will be those who left." Henry Noble McCracken made it, more t ime over a slice of toast than 
are well when they are wishing. I and, poor man, he ought to know. He a man does eating a shad." 
.---. . d is prexy of Vassar College, whose en- How well they had put it--"an invad-
The sununer fiSh stories are out, a~ 
1 
rollment of one· thousand girls is under 1 ing menace." Woman is usurping every 
Dr. Buzzard and D~. Cook have pw- his very nose-and maybe he's nosey, . field in which man has been supreme, 
tur~ ~ prove the~ In ~r. ~uz- we don't know. Anyway the bomb h e J yet s,he continues to expect babying 
zard s piCtures the evidence 18 plainly exp:oded last March in a discussion of and favors from men. She has not 
· "bl · · D C k' X marks the 
VISI e, m r. , 00 s, chivalry has been heard round the learned chivalry. Usurped every field, 
spot. campuses of the nation, and, it is said, we said, every prerogative, Ain't it 
And they say, too, that Mr. Cavins 
fished and fished, and after he fished 
and fished, he had fish and fish. 
its echoes "still rock the foundations of true? 
our social structure." We might add, They frequently drink, and all of 
"Believe it or not." 1 them smoke. 
College Editors Defend Gals They brazenly swear, and worst! 
G. H. Seymour has a new phono- With innate chivalry, college editors They vote! 
graph record. It's Jewish, too. have unanimously hastened to support -Certainly not Shakespeare. 
El's Legion of Honor- the Knights 
of the Open Road (hitch-hikers to 
you) - are arriving daily, all of which 
brings joy to the heart of Dr. Colsey-
bur, who has been all but legislated 
out of business. Colseybur plans to 
start lecturing for the repeal of the 
hitch-hiking law as soon as classes 
meet. 
their girl friends. The girl fri'ends, Divine rights of men, all of them. 
with innate perversity, have sorely re- "Molls" are even chiseling in on the 
proached Dr. McCracken and denied racketeering business ; witness Federal 
his point point-blank, employing gentle D. of I. files for confirmation. Where 
epithets of questionably lady-like will we end? 
origin. We Simply 1.\'lust Confess 
Now we think-wit~ a subtle insight Perhaps it is becomihg apparent, in 
For the benefit of those of you who 
They tell us the Union is temporar- know him, John Horatio Black is still 
ily without a head. Well, well, well! alive and funnier than ever. 
far beyond our years-that in the very spite of our attempts to keep it under 
emphasis of these denials lies proof our hats, that we, the editors, agree in 
that the character of our :modern dam- general with Dr. McCracken. We do, al-
sels is under grave suspicion. Our so- way's excepting that one certain lady. 
called ladies are in dire need of defense I She would scalp ·us if we didn't. 
or it would not be so immediately forth- But t he original purpose of this ar -
coming from our chivalrous men, ticle was not to give our opinions. We 
among whom, incidentally, Dr. Me~ wanted to put before you frank, intim-
Cracken said there are sti'll many ate opinions of experts. For your con-
gentlemen. Salt to milady's wound! venience we define "expert." Just an 
We have sele,cted Howard Franklin None genuine without this post-
of the Courier as our consultant. If script-We is all friends, isn't we? 
Franklin says it's bad, we won't print Signed: Ole Poker Face. I t is interesting to note that the ordinary person-a long way from 
home. Talking about definitions, some 
pseudo-scholarly quibbler calls for a de-
finition of the term 'lady'. "Just what 
is this unknown quantity, the lady"?, 
he asks, probably with his slender, 
milk-white fingers pressed studiously to 
a high , scholarly forehead. The prig! 
Anybody knows what a lady is. A lady 
is a girl who never keeps you waiting 
more than ten minutes when you call 
and will not kiss you g9odnight on the 
flrst date. 
'Next en Witness Stand' 
But to continue with the testimony 
of our experts: 
Zaro Agha, 164 y'ea,r old Turk who 
visited this country recently: "It was 
my last wife who made an o!d man of 
me. She wouldn't wear a veil." 
Max Adelbert (pronounced Addle-
pate) Baer: "What do I know about 
girls? (Testimony gained before recent 
marriage.) 
Eddie Cantor, father of five of them: 
"The other day I accidentally over-
heard my youngest daughter ask my 
wife, "Do you still love daddy, 
mamma?" She answered, "Why yes, of 
course, dear." I rose from the keyhole 
with satisfaction and was about to 
enter proudly when my daughter said, 
"Why?" "Because the idiot leaves his 
pocketbook in his pants at night!" 
Edgar A. Guest: 
"Girls, when they went out to swim 
Once dressed like Mother Hubbard; 
Now they have a bolder whim, 
They dress more like her cupboard. 
DorothY Dix: "I t seems that very 
(Continued on Page 5) 
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Faculty Changes ~·--:-·-·-yl WPA Will flelp 106 Students Will 
Made Necessary j '<ll~c. . jl Needy StUdents ~:~=~:err~~! ~elp 
For Year '35-36 . Jaltft~al j Through School ·. . . . 
-- 1 1t} &ttllt'&m& . · --·- ~mg Committee. Members are. Pres-
., 1r 1dent R. G. Buzzard, Dean F. A. Beu, 
Mrs. Viola Pittman Russell and = . Local District Director Reports Dean of Men Hobart F. Heller, Dean 
Dr. Lloyd F. Sunderman Are 1 By . Choice of Students Is Left to of Women Nathile McKay, and Ray-
New Department Heads. L .. - .. R:y" ~:Is:~_,_,;_,_,+ I School Officials. . . . m~~~te~:::g~o~":';::,o~·:~:r · schol-
To fill vacancies left by resignations This is the open season for presi- I The Works Pr~gress Admimstra~I~n, arship and need. Cases of those ac-
and by faculty members on leave to dential candidates. The EI sector even through the Natwnal Youth Admmis- cepted by NYA will be investigated in 
study toward degrees, a number of has a. contender, in the person of tration, is to assist a limited number of their local communities by the county 
instructors have been obtained for Clarence Hall, self-styled "Second Ab- qualified students from relief families relief administrators. 
1935-36. raham Lincoln" who last fortnight an- during this next school year, Harold Included among projects upon Which 
Dr. William Gersbacher will substi- nounced his willingness to accept the Pogue, District Director, announced to- NYA students will work are: clerical 
tute for C. S. Spooner in Zoology. Dr. Republican nomination. "The Con- day. Those students between 16 and work, filing, typing, mimeographing, 
Gersbacher is .a degree graduate fr.om stitution," he asserts, is my platform. 25 years of age unable to continue in landscaping projects on the campus, 
Southern Illinois State Normal uni- we make no prophecy concerning the school because of financial difficulties expanding the physical education pro-
versity at Carbondale and holds the local candidate until party chieftains will be given the opportunity to work gram for men and · women, research 
Ph. D. degree from the University of are heard from. part time for the school they attend, work, library assistance (with view to-
Illinois. • and payment for such work will bel ward providing more facilities, longer 
Dr. Erland Ritchie will substitute Knox vs. Borah- I made by the Federal Government. hours, and more expedient service). 
f 0 L R .1 b r D R"t h" . Verging into the nation al scene, we 
1 
Th" . t .11 t b t d 11 One new provision goes into effect or . . ai s acK. r. I c Ie Is a f" d S to W "ll" E B h f Id IS assiS ance WI no e gran e a . . d" t 1 d . . d d t f St t T h m ·ena r I 1am . ora o a- h 1 b t . 1. ·t d t th t 1mme 1a e y un er NYA. Defmite age egree gra ua e 0 a e eac ;~·s ho and Col. Frank Knox, publisher of I w 0 app y, u IS Im~ e 0 ose s u- requirements have been established. 
college at Terre Haute and holds ms I th ch· D .1 N b . dents who are deservmg. Need, char- B . . "th 1. t· th" F 11 Ph d ~ . . e ICago ai y ews, emg men- . . egmnmg WI app ICa wns IS a , si . D. egrE:.., from Indiana umver- tioned most frequently in the pre- acter and ability to do school work, and only those students between the ages 
ty. campaign talk. The two represent attendance statuq are the elements of 16 and 25 were considered. This 
Dr. Lloyd F. Wyl_ie will substi~ute for widely divergent theories. The Ida- formi~g the basis of choice. . . exemption rule caused many applicants 
Hobart F. Heller m mathematics. Dr. hoan is the more liberal, insists on a Chmce of students for any particular to be dropped. 
Wylie holds his · bachelor's, master's, complete GOP overhauling which school is left to the school authorit:es, NY A, nee FERA, was started here in 
and doctor's degrees from Northwest- would purge the party of all Hoover I and this method is to be worked out lo- t.he spring of 1934. President Buzzard 
ern university. associates. Knox, inclined more toward cally by the college authorities and supervised its introduction, acted as ) 
Mrs. Viola Pitman Russell joins the t.he Old Guard, proposes to patch up 
1 
public schoo~ . superinten?ents_. Those chief adviser for several months be-
faculty as the head of the depart- and mend the old machinery in lieu students desmng to receive aid should fore finding an able chief in the per-
ment of Home Economics. Mrs. Rus- of a housecleaning. Knox at present apply to the superintendent of schools son of Jack Austin, and even now pays 
sell holds her bachelor's degree in is favored in the East, whereas Borah in their county, and college students to close scrutiny to the agency. 
Home Economics from the Eastern commands the stron,ger following in the college they wish to attend. ElsTc---
Oklahoma State Teachers college, the the Midwest and the West. An average of fifteen dollars per What you're looking for. at the price 
A. M. degree from Colorado College Recall 1920 Split-- month for needy college students will you want them, with gracious service 
of Education at Greeley, and has Prognosticators say that if Knox en- be given1 and grade and high school -you'll find all three when shopping 
completed work for the doctor of edu- ters· the primaries, now only a scant students coming from relief families, at News advertised business · houses. 
cation degree at the University of eight months away, that Borah will will receive a cash assistance of six 
Oklahoma. Mrs. Russell expects to follow suit in an attempt to drive out dollars per month for incidentals. 
appear for the final e~amination on the old party leaders. If the two en-
her doctor's dissertation during the ter the convention with sizeable fol-
Christmas holidays, and the degree lowing a split I"eminiscent of the 1920 
will be conferred later in the school Chicago melodrama in ·which Warren 
year. . . Gamaliel Harding emerged with the 
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE 
PHONE 331 
Free Delivery-$1.00 Orders 
or More 
Page Five 
MILADY WINCES AS 
VASSAR PREXY FLAYS 
MODERN-DAY CONDUCT 
(Continued from Page 4) 
few ladies have survived the age of 
coektails." 
Irvin S. Cobb: "If you still think 
there is such a thing as a lady, try 
matching a piece of goods for your 
wife in a department store on bargain 
day. I'd almost as soon tell my wife, 
"You bridge-playing behemoth, match 
it yourself." 
. Heywood Broun: "Present styles have 
established beyond all peradventure of 
a doubt the bifurcation of women. "I 
think, however, that styles have little 
to do with character and temperament. 
I quote DeFoe, ··women are turbulent, 
clamorous, noisry, nasty, a;nd· the devil! 
.... --and they still are!" 
---EISTc---
You no_ doubt noticed that Mr. 
Thomas is teaching a course in "Sci-
ology"-according to the class sched-
ules. Must be some new-fangled 
course in aviation. 
HILL'S DRUG 
STORE 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
We. Ca-rry a Complete Stock 
of Toiletries 
Max Factor, Boyer, Armand's, Cara 
Nome, Pond's, H . H. Ayers, Jonteel, 
Yardley, Woodbury, Edna W. Hop-
per's. 
TRY OUR DOlfflLE DIP 
·Chocolate Sodas 
We Welcome the Opportunity 
to Serve You · 
of female prohibitionists tried to frus-
trate his attempt by raising the cry 
that he had not yet reached the legal 
senatorial age. Through the whiskers 
that h e had encouraged to conceal his 
youthful countenance, he countered 
that he was born in 1862. This fiction 
Lloyd F .. Sunderman JOinS the fac- prize may ensue. Again, a compromise 
ulty as .actmg head of the department I might give the candidacy to Gov. Al-
of Music. Mr. Sunderman holds the fred Landon of Kansas or senator 
b.ac~elor of music d~gree from Me- Vandenberg of Michigan, neither of 
Phail College of Music, th~ ba~helor whom, assuredly, are jokers. prevailed for many years, actually un-
of. arts degree from the Umver~Ity of In Democratic circles, of course, til hiS mother interposed with the rea-
Mmnesota, the master of music de- there is no debate over the standard- sonable objection that she had not 
gree from Syracuse university, and bearer Franklin D Roosevelt is still been married then. From then to now 
Welcome E. I. Students-
has completed the residence require- tops there. · even Who's Who has been kept in the 
ments for the Ph. D. degree at the dark, and Mr. Lewis remains ageless. 
University of Minnesota. Mr. Sun- Our Wanderin~ Senator- 1 .. ••••••••••••••••. derman expects to complete the doc- From Drew Pearson and Bob Allen, ~ 
tor's dissertation during the summer I Washington Merry-Go-Round auth~rs, 
of 1936. we have the following drama pertam-
New members of the high school ing to illinois' senior Senator: 
faculty are Earl s. Dickerson, B. s., Scene-Senator Lewis' office. 
Indiana State Tea.chers college, Terre Time-The day after Congress ad-
Haute; M. S., University of Illinois; journed. 
who will teach shorthand and type- Secretary: "No, we haven't any idea 
writing; P aris J. van Horn, B. s., where Senator Lewis is. He left yes-
Indiana state Teachers college Terre terday without telling any of us good-
Haute; M. s., Indiana university, who bye, and we're rather anxious to find 
will teach science and co.ach high out where he is ourselves." 
school athletics; Miss Roberta H. Poos, Next day-Senator Lewis turned up 
bachelor of education from Illinois on the S. S. Washington in New York, 
State Normal university; 
versity of Illinois, who 
English and Speech. 
A. M., Uni- bound for Europe. 
will teach An Ageless J . Ham-
Miss Margaret Donley, A. M., 
Teachers College, Columbia university, 
replaces Miss Anna Morse, retired, .a..c; 
first grade critic. Miss Donley comes 
to Eastern from the state teachers 
college at Platteville, Wisconsin. 
From the same two gentlemen we 
learn that Senator Lewis has twice 
changed the date of his birth in the 
Congressional Directory, and now 
leaves it out entirely. There is a tale 
back of this which the · Merry-Go-
Rounders do not give. Some 45 years 
ago when the present Senator was 
making a bid for his first political of-
fice in Washington Territory a group 
YOU MAY 
BELONG 
TO MANY 
YOU MAY 
WEAR 
MANY 
YOU MAY 
HAVE 
A BIG 
BUT YOU 
DON 'T 
NEED A Miss Emily Baker, A. M., George 
Peaqody College for Teachers, replaces 
Miss Gilberta C'offman, resigned, as 
sixth grade critic. Miss Baker comes 
to Eastern from the state teachers 
college at Valley C'ity, North Dakota. 
TO DIG UP OUR LOCATION 
Miss Nannilee Saunders, A. M ., 
Teachers College, Columbia univer-
sity, who substituted as · third grade 
critic for Miss Margaret King during 
the second half year of 1934-35, will l 
replace Miss King as third grade 
critic. Miss King joins the faculty 
of a fashionable day-school on Long 
Island, New York. 
Miss Esther Duggleby, B. S. in libra-
ry science from University of Illinois, 
will substitute for Miss May Smith 
in the library during the coming year. 
· Miss Duggleby was formerly on the 
library staff here. 
Miss Irene Crosby, B. S. in library 
science from the University of Illi-
nois, will replace Miss Hazel Hicks 
on the library staff. Miss Crosby 
comes to Eastern from the state 
teachers college at Valley City, North 
Dakota. 
EARL HOUTS 
AN E. I. STUDENT 
is employed at Shorty's barber shop 
and solicits the patronage of 
fellow students. 
SHORTY GATES 
CAMPBELL SHOE 
SHOP MARINELLO 
On 7th Just South of Square APPROVED 
It is not the Price, but the Repair 
Job we give you for the price. BEAUTY SHOPPE 
NEAT WORK AND BEST OF 
!LEATHER ·I S OUR SLOGAX 611 Sixth St. Phone 332 
QUALITY COAL AT QUALITY PRICES 
Prompt Service at All 
Times 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
PHONE 85 
Welcome T. C. Students 
THE CASH GROCERY 
One Block North of the Campus on Sixth St. 
GROCERIES AND NOTIONS 
BARBER SHOP 
"A Complete Line of School Supplies" OPEN 9:30 EVENINGS 
EAST OF COLLEGE 
Triple-Dip . 5 
ICE CREAM CONES • • • • • C 
BOLEY'S ICE CREAM FACTORY 
723 7th St. 4 DOQrS South of Jail 
PHONE 839 
MOORE'S TIRE & B.A TTERY SERVICE 
AOCESSORIES-WHOLESALE & RETAIL 
Starter and Generator Work 
417 Madison Street Charleston, Illinois 
GOODYEAR TIRES-RECHARGING AND ROAD SE.RVICE 
• 
THE VOGUE SHOP 
WELCOMES YOU 
• 
New Dresses ••• Hats and 
Accessories are arriving 
daily ...• 
Come In and Let Us Show You 
CLEANERS AND 
FURRIERS 
8th and Jackson Streets ; 
Charleston Telephone 234 
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Objectives of the Year 1935-36 
When less than a score of Cambridge university men 
organized the Cambridge Union in 1815 they little suspected 
that an organization was born which would come to assum~ 
pre-eminence in England, much less tn the United States. 
When, eight years later, however, Oxford students mimicked 
with the Oxford Union, Cambridgians must have blushea 
with esoteric pride that their idea should have "caught on." 
These two organizations began innocently enough. They 
started out as debattng societies. Later they assumed the 
form of clubs, catering to a variety of interests. Other 
unions followed in the wake of the new-born at Cambridge 
and Oxford. The idea found ready imitation in this nation 
And it was not long until women's unions began to or-
ganize. 
It took the idea a long time to "catch on" at EI. 
Finally, however, tn 1930 the Men's Union was formed, a 
clubhouse was obtained, and EI launched in full s·ail to 
plot the course so successfully steered by hundreds of other 
colleges. Sidetracked last year when dining service wa.s 
installed at the Lair and identity as a clubhouse destroyed, 
Eastern now finds itself without a union, in the acceptcc..i 
sense. 
We feel compelled to beg another trial for the union-
system. Moreover, we advocate unions for both men and 
women, with a clubhouse for each group. Wet set as other 
o~jectives for the ensuing year .these following: Continua-
tl?n of the Hall-Lair Open House and the Spring Circus, 
With ih~ hope that they will become traditions; at least one 
other co-OJerative dinillg service, planned social cal-
endar, revival of alumni association, and three-day Home-
coming celebration. 
These objectives are too many and too complicated !or 
thorough explanation here at the moment. 
What Now, Little Women? 
Clutch · your sailor, Mr. Average the rumors were cleared up. And, 
American College! A nasty blow is heigh-ho, the rumors were correct! 
coming up by way of Critic Sound. . Charles J. Turck, president of Centre 
Whether it's a sound critique or not re- College, headed the tnvestigattng com-
mains at the gentle mercies of your mittee-and what he found makes 
judgement. toothy reading in one of the current 
It seems that certain 'untouchables' I periodicals. The author reveals that 
in the field of education became ap- Turck's committee probled 146 colleges 
palled not so very long ago at the and found all but 30 of them have 
manner in whtch innocent young high been using "bait to swell their catch." 
school grads and others were betng in- This "bait" assumes the form, you've 
duced' to attend colleges. Why, it even guessed, we're sure, of standard Amer-
appeared that an atrocious lack of ican dollars. Students are auctioned 
discretion was being exercised, by, oh, I off at $225 to $300 per head, high bid-
so many colleges. The exposal was der take all. 
'Carnival' Devices Are Prevalent 
Some of the devices employed in ,. 
these bidding practices of the 30's in-
clude: unscrupulous sa:esmen, the 
It required intervention of the As- "drummer" type peddler, who is paid on 
only half begun when investigators 
turned up the sticky bus·ness that 
athletes were being "purchased" in lot 
orders (gross exaggeration). 
sociation of Amertcan Colleges before commission basis for each 'catch'; I 
+·- ·-"-"_"_ "_ .,_ ,,_ .,_.,_,._ ,,_ ,+ shanghaiing (in which students already 
on the campus of one college are in-
The Elephant'S Child duced to transfer to another); competi-
tion for scholastic meets, which are 
+ M- I a-NI-11-11- .ell-tl-111-llll- tiii-MI-tlll-11+ means of impressing prospective stu-
Who, in your august opinion, is the dents; the "loyal, everwatchful alumni"; 
meanest person on earth? and numerous other factors. 
Ruby Stallings '36 _ The man who Thomas M. Johnson, author of the 
had the nerve to ask this question. _enlightening article, states that stu-
w It M 
· ,37 T, h D .1 (R 1 dents "don't need any special talent as a on orriS - e evi . ea -
ly on earth is he Walton?) I an athlete or a scholar to be courted 
' by the colleges these days." 
Jack Austin '36- I wouldn't want to ! . . 
make any enemies at this ttme The author pomts out that all thiS 
· · shady dealing in youth is necessary be-
Charles AU£tin '36-My brother Jack, cause "expensive plants, huge staffs, 
if he doesn't pay what he owes me. and languishing treasuries must be sus-
Man on the Street (Eternity)-1 
''Starting Right Is Essential' ', States 
Instructor Paul W. Sloan 
+-··-··-··-··- ·fl- 11 ··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
What is your program of life? Why are you going to 
college? Have you made the necessary preparations for 
college? What kind of companions do you desire tn col-
lege? What do you think college can give you? What do 
Paul W. Slo-an 
you think you can contribute 
to college? What are the re-
quirements for graduation 
and certification? These and 
multitudinous other questions 
must be considered not only 
by freshmen but by sopho-
mores, juniors, and seniors. 
Starting to college is the 
begtnning of what may be a 
happy and profitable part of 
one's life journey. During the 
first week of school the value 
of starting right in college 
cannot be over-emphasized. 
Whether your college life will 
be an easy-going campus de-
tour or a worthwhile educa-· 
tional experience depends very much upon your activities 
this week and this quarter. A right start is essential. 
The analogy of a journey by automobile to Chicago 
is apropos. Arrival at Chicago depends largely on the 
material and mechanism of the machine, the driver, fuel, 
roads, assistance rendered by station attendants, traffic 
police, and a multitude of other things and persons. But 
with all this assistance you will not arrive safely and ef-
fectively at your destination unless you start a.nd keep 
going in the right direction. Heading the right way and 
keeping to the road are quite as important as the vehicle. 
Continued on Next Page 
harbor ill will against no one. tained by the few dollars each student 
Man at Eastern (lndefinite)- Well, spends beyond the aid he receives." He r·_,._.,_.,_,_,._ ,,._ .,_.,_,._,,_ , _ .,_ , _ , _ ,._ .,_ .,_ .,_tl 
I never like to mention my own name then proceeds to offer several logical I = 
in conversation. remedies, such as the absorption by : WI TH THE EDITOR I 
Man 0 nthe Flying Trapeze-! think large colleges of the almost insolvent ! j 
it n::tust be "The Last Trump." horde of small schools, and cultivation ! i 
Vincent Kelly '36-I haven't an 'aug- of a finer sense of fairness. +_.,_ .,_ .,_ ,._ ,._ .,_ ,._ ,._ ,._ , _ ,,_ .,_.,_ .,_ ,._ .,_ .,_ ,._ ,+ 
ust' opinion; this is September. Provo-ked at Mr. Turck's Error LETTERS WE LIKE TO READ ... . 
~._.,_.,_.,_,._.,_,._.,_.,_,,_,,_.,_+ We are a little provoked at Mr. Include ones this summer from ... Miss Nathile Mc-j Turck, despite his revealing report, Kay, ebullient Dean of Women; Vincent Kelly, business 
The Soap BoX I. validity of which we do not contest. It manager of the News; and sardonic Stanley Elam, editor is only that Mr. Turck was so un- of the Warbler. Miss McKay wrote absorbingly of the 
* * * * scrupulous as to tnclude teachers col- heterogeneous aspects of New York City, where, as a stu-
Invites students and faculty leges (state schools) in his scathing dent at Columbia university, she had acmetic opportunity 
members to voice their opm10ns I denunciation. He did net by name im- for piercing observations .... Mr. Kelly had less to say, 
on topics concerned with college I plicate these colleges, understand, but but he gathered us in with this shy confession: "I did 
life. Please limit letters to 150 he did so by not naming them as fairly well at camp"-following which was a recitation of 
words, sign communications. 
1 
·:sim.on pures." It is obviously an in- amazing athletic feats .... Mr. Elam, ~~th ~"-I\m1 fit: 
;: JUstice to the honorables in the college coutremen. t ill vivid display, spoke thus of the timeless-
+•_.,_ ,_.,_,._ .. _,._.,_,_,._.,_.,_,.f. family, since it is fairly common know- es f his t 
I 
n s o vaca ion: "Many moons ago I was frrst visited 
Pleas From the Puppets ledge that most state colleges are seek- by a dreadful phantom, and especially last winter did this 
Dear Soap Box: ing means whereby their enrollments specter hover large and omnipresent over me. I was its 
We pause to observe another impending anniversary. Poor dear fellow, how you must be may be pared. They want fewer stu- ~lave, doing its bidding, marching at its call, answering 
A little more than one hundred years ago Mary Lyon, one creaking 'neath the strain; why, you've dents- and better ones. Its every summons, y~a, marketing my very soul for it. 
of the eal'liest feminists, launched claim for fame when stood here bearing all the bruises caus- +,_,.,_.,_,._,._.,_,_.,_,._,,_.,_.,_,+ I .was a puppet, ~ crmging, bowing sycophant. But, lo, 
she stirred ag1tatwn for a women's college. Her effort.s ed by kicks, arid caustic comments, With the summer Its pall was slowly lifted and by degrees 
bore fruit in 1837 when the state of.Massachusetts granted , and orchids, and a weighty problem .•.• Out 0{ the Past.... 
1 
I became~ man ~gain .. .. Then on the fateful day, sun-
a charter for Mount Holyoke Seminary. It was to be the I now and then. How many times rebel- day, Augu::.t 19, mnocent and unsuspecting as the lamb 
first college for women ill America. Before 1830 two w9men, lious rogues have pounced upon your +.,_,.,_.,_,_.,_.,_,_.,_,._,_,._,.,_,+ in the f?ld, I gazed at a calendar-abominable curse, mis-
Emma Willard and Catherine Beecher, were among the creaking back to make bold voice· how TEN YEARS AGO erable, rreacherous, conjure bag-and again I am hag-
first to protest educational treatment of women. But pub- many times sweet sue has tip-to~d up Week o-f September 7-14 ridden. Like the old man of the sea, TIME, the servant 
lie senttment was not. ripe for action unti~ 1837 . . Betwe:m 1 t~ say, "I love you, Eastern state." Prospects for football were good, that masters us all, leapt upon me." 
that year and 1870 d1vers charters were 1ssued m nearly Why, fellowman you must be moved the News h eadlined; the Notre Dame ever~ . sta~e. Wome~ were admitted to Dlinois state .uni- to utter sharp rebuke and mayhaps shift was to make its debut at EI. ' IT BEGINS TO LOOK AS IF .... 
vers1ti s m 1870. Smce then, so general has educatiOnal pray for some quick form of death. J Dean Hammond became editor of Flo Zi~gfe~d and Earl Carroll standards of beauty 
sm:rrag~ become t~at now ?nly one stat~ university (state What other soap-box la:::ts as long as 
1 
the News; Theodore Cavins was bus- may be cntenons for choosing teachers in the future. 
un.Ivel:sity ?f J:"londa) ~orb1ds co-e?ucatwn. Un~ou~tedly you? Will not some kindly gent please I iness manager. That is, if the now-famous Rose Friestater case in New 
this ~Ibera~Ity m educatiOn has activated ~oman s bid for tear and rant with· vim enough to blast soph girls gave a kid party at Pem- York City is to be accepted as a forerunner. Miss Frie-
equality Wlth men. !t .has fostered am~zmg . progress. on you from the Square? No; it's a stupid J berton ·Hall Friday night. stater it was who, because of her five foot-two, 180-pom;d 
behalf of the once-damtler sex and has aided m producmg lot we have· they wait for other d 't 1 Entertainment course was an- frame, was instructed by the Board of Education to re-
such ou~standing pre-suffrage leaders as Carrie Chapm~n to articulate. Give us men P~~~,1~ j nounced; six numbers were to be duce or get out. Miss Friestater tried her levelest all 
Catt, Allee .stone Blackwell, Anna Howard ~haw, and A:llCe really rend the heavens with their con- featured. summer to dispense with the abhorred quantities. But 
Paul . . Dw·mg the ne~ era, women possessmg the calibre demnations. Give us letters that will stubborn, as only excess poundage can be, the r epugnant 
of ~Iss Frances Perk1ns, Mrs. Ruth. Bryan Owen, Mrs. r eally stir an eye to read beyond the ONE YEAR AGO . weight refused to abdicate. Miss Friestater cannot be 
Nellie Tayloe Ross, and Mrs. Franklm D. Roosevelt have line "Dear S B ._ , Week of September 4_11 accused of giving up without a try. She rode horseback. 
risen to new heights. Out of well-filled ranks of contempo- ' oap ox. - Th . , student Supervisor Jack Austin an- played tennis, and took 10-mile hikes. But, alas, to no 
rar'' co-eds will come leader s to supplement that none too e EditOis. avail. Now she's hired a lawyer to take to court the 
.J --':---\ , nounced that 1C6 students would re-
expansive list of tmportant personages. Yes, the hand that Booh'. The ceive assistance from the FERA dur- Board's ruling. Says she: "I am not going to ruin my Radica-ls Are Coming h alth t · t t 
wieldeth the powder puff may yet rule the world. To the Soap Box: 1 ing the Fall quarter. e rymg o ge thin to teach New York City school 
We read a great deal of late about ,. Twenty-two faculty changes are an- ~~~~~~.~·" Pardons her lawyer: "She's a natural heavy-
Hail, Friend; We're Well Met the radicals among student bodies and nounced for the year 1934-35. 
Hello. Glad to see you back again. Who's this, you 1
1 
Record enrollment was recorded at 
. 
(Continued on Page 8) P emberton Hall. 
say? Oh, new student, eh? Well, welcome here and stay. 
We'll try to help you fit collegiate life at EI. First, step 
up and meet the student-names that stand for something Th C • Th f E 
here. There's Joe Henderson, Men's Union president; he ese UTlOUS- e ormer asterners 
supervises mass interests of all men at EI. To lead the 
more numerous women Ella Mae Jackson has been elected. I 
Alliteratively-named Homer Hendricks heads the Student 
Council- our governing body about which you'll be hearing.j 
This triumvirate, newest friend, can do much to make you 
feel at ease- if you co-operate. Interest yourself from the 
start in some activity. Club life thrives at Eastern. For 
specialized activities we recommend: The Warbler, EI's 
yearbook. For those of musical attatnments we offer band, 
orchestra, Chorus, and Glee Club. Having met your future 
associates, fellow Easternite, make friends with them and 
the b st of your four-year career. 
- Arose Thy Wails and Towers 
Thai standing joke about the American visitor to a 
cathedral in Rome who exclaimed in awe, "Lands, it's big-
ger and better than our railroad station back home," has 
a local application. There must have been several studen ts 
on registration day who were led to confess that the new 
EI is "more beautiful than the high school back home." 
Even students who have been here before must have 
stopped for more than just a casual inspection of the "New 
Beautiful- EI." 
In a sequestered haunt in 
Lousiana far from the magnilo-
quent twits of Huey, the Kingfish, 
Long, thrives a community that 
cares not about dictators and 
dictator 's doings. It is the Llano 
Colony, a production-for-use civ-
ilization. Voice of this unique 
community is The Llano Colon-
ist, weekly publication edited by a 
former EI student and past editor 
of the Teachers College News, 
Harold Emery. For a little less 
than one year Emery has edited 
"The Voice of the Self-Employed." 
A former school teacher, Emery 
and his wife chose to cast their lot 
with the L~anoists. 
Since Emery's advent as editor, 
the paper has undergone remark-
able improvements. Emery, one 
of the best editorial writers in 
history o! the News (1926), has 
given the publication an authori-
tative voice. Editorially, he scorns 
production-for-profi't industrial-
ists, believes in the future of 
America, defends <:a uses . of the de-
pression, and does not condemn 
Persident Roosevelt. In the Aug-
ust 31 issue Emery had this to 
say concerning 'the unemployed : 
"We shall be paying the human 
price of depression, years and 
years after the bonds for relief 
work have been retired and for-
gotten . . . . But there is no need 
to add insult to injury by charg-
ing the unemployed with being 
loafers." 
According to Editor Emery, the 
Colony is growing and progressing. 
Recently a "Kid Kolony"---.self ex-
planatory- has been added. Chil-
dren do their share in advancing 
interests of the community. 
WE HAVE BEEN INFORMED ... . 
That J. Paul Reed, the Hawk in Cloud CUckooland, 
will not return to EI this yea.r. We envision cheers by 
the majority, indifference on behalf of many, and a sin-
oel·e sigh of regret by the few. Vitriolic, merciless critic 
that he was, Reed is probably magnificently unconcerned 
over our attitudes. He wrote well and we think he knew 
it; he had the courage to say what he thought-and once 
ill awhile to exaggerate. It did no harm and might have 
done some good. It at least gave the minority a much-
needed voice, which has been sotto far too much at EI. 
It's true, we think, that "nobody laughed when J . Paul 
Reed sat down to write." 
ATHLETIC COACHES BEMOAN .... 
The loss of star athletes through graduation or failure 
to r eturn to school. Less publicized is the grievance col-
lege editors voice when star staff members are lost by the 
same routes. Yet it is no less common in the latter field. 
For instance, the News this year loses Virginia Cottet 
Snider, author of articles dealing with Nature; Dorothy 
Bonham, an all-around reporter who distinguished her-
self in the field of features; Ruth Royce, clever and punc-
tilious society r eporter; Evelyn Hallowell, book reviews; 
Harold Whittacre, one of the few News writers capable 
of first-rate hwnor stories; Ed Pegelow, who held the 
same distinction; Reno Bianchi, master of travesty; 
Leallyn Clapp (Eagle I), a true hwnorist and outstanding 
business manager; Muriel Edwards, interviewer and news-
hawk-and thus the list grows. 
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Myr~acl At~ivities a:t EI Cater . , 
To Interests of J\ll Freshmen 
This Page Is. 
DEDfCATED 
to our· 
Enlarged EI.Sports Program Is · 
. Equal to Others in Illinois Loop 
• 
. , : "E:ven Most Versatile · Col- Th D . - · 
legian ·win · Find More Than . Tee ... e.anS·-
Enough to Tax Interest.'' ~· · . · .. 
·FRESHMEN 
' 
• 
-Our .. e~~ sid~nt 
' •.f · J[.' ' 
Golf ls Latest Addition to Card; 
Intramurals, Physical Educa~. · 
tion Broaden Activity. 
NEW CLUBS THRIVING 1 D~an of Men .~itnossing a rapid· growth in :the I Within the past two years Eastern 
number and variety of orgamzatwns I has devised a more complet€ and 
-of College -of Women, PHY,SICAL ED FEATURES 
. last year, Eastern ·Can now offer · the thorough program of athletics than 
most thorough program of extra- ever bgfore. Sports added as. regular 
curricular ·activities in history. As intercollegiate mediums of competition 
pointed out in the foreW(:)rd of ' T!he include cross country and golf. Golf. 
Counsellor, "Outlined here even the was introduced only\ last spring. Foot-
most ' versatile collegian will find \ ball, basketball, track, and baseball re-
more than sufficient activities to tax I main . -as favorites, but the newer, less 
his 'interest. Thespian, pyro · poet, J . ! emphasized sports such as golf and 
pugnacious gridder, orator, artist, in- ,tennis have provided fields for students. 
tellectual giant, soprano, jownalist, ' who otherwise would not be 1nterested 
musician-all wlll find something to in athletics at all. 
their liking." Ranking high in the athletic program 
Complete List Is Published is .intramural play and physical educa-
.Briefly enumerated, the · organiza- HOBART 'F. HE'LLER :F·RANK A. BEU . · ' · MISS NATIDLE McKAY · .. tion. Both have undergone amazing 
tioils may. be identified as follows. ! expansion during recent years. Intra-
For those with a bent toward. argu":' mural · competition is now offered in 
mentation there is the Debate club_,. L u . d .Entert.ainment ·Fare I basketball during the winter and soft-
a new organization formed last Fall. eagu.e, . - 010n an . · . ball in the spring. Now comes the an-
Members belong to the .debate teams Council Serve as At Eastern Presents nouncement that the same sport will 
which are now representing. EI. Exe·cutJ·.ve Bo .. ;;Jl··es V~ariety, ·Excellence be featured intramurally on the Fall Aspirants to footlight fame may find ', U · . card. . 
palliation in the Players, EI's dram-\ . . ·· · .
1 
• : _ For those freshmen not interested 
atics organization. They feature Important executive and administra- N~~ students WLl fmd that t~e En I in actual competition, 'the niche they 
three headline performances during tive ,.bodies at Easte~n are- the Men's te~tamment Co~rse· ,?ffers them. so~e~ fill' is one almost as important. EI has 
the year, one of which is a faculty Union, Women's League, and Student thmg. to remember about their firs been sadly lacking in uiuted support 
play at mid-year. Walton Morris is ·'t CGunc~l. . Each has "'had a d~finite .I year m colle~e. It offer~ those ele- of its sttldent body in athletics for 
president this year. place m the college lOY a number of ments most llkely to provide a cuUural some time. It is this indigent state 
Only JUniors and seniors are eli- y~ars. · background for the four-year college that non-playing freshmen are asked 
gible for membership. in Kappa Delta ·' Joe Hen.derson will head, the Union training. Inspe~tion of the 1935-36 en- t . · d 
. . . 1 th t th o Ierne y. Pi. An honor organization, the this year, succeeding Gerald McNeal tertamment b11l revea s a; e pro- ---EasTc--~ 
chapter was organized here in 1931., who resigned before entering upon his gram is not lacking in cultural marks. -
Meetings are held twice a · month. · official duties. All men students auto- The Don Cossack Russian Choir, Shurtleff Curtails 
Kappa Mu Epsilon is another of the matically become members of the Un- Marian Winslow and her dancers, Lew \ ' Football This year 
clubs Which had its advent last year. ion upon registration at Eastern. Pur- Sarret, lecture; Dorothy Sands, actress, . . . 
This is an undergraduate fraternity poses of the Union, as stated. in the · · and possibly one or two other numbers Shurtleff college of Alton ·has fore-
and has for its· object the promotion constitution, are to create a feeling of · of khown quality afford that touch not saken football for the second con-
o.f interest and scholarship in mathe- unity .among the college men, and to . offered in high school. secutive year, presumably because 
matics. promote worthwhile activities that Last year an Entertainment Course of the overwhelming expenses in- . 
Art Club Is New to EI concern them. of .varie~y was featured. It included curred by . maintenance of the sport. 
The Art Club made its bow last In addition to the president, other PRES. R. G. BUZZARD Madame Hammer and . her troupe; Thus, only 19 tearris remain in the, Lit-Fall and at once made itself an officers of the Union are eight mem- Angna. Enters, dance m1~e; Alberto tle Nineteen ·conference. Lake Forest 
auspicious ·, club on the . campus, bers who include the four class p.resi- "Starting Right ls Sa~vi, harpist; Stephen Leacock, hum- is playing only one conference game 
Speakers and exhibits are regular dents and a representative from each l" Sl orist; and Ted Shawn and his dancers . . this year, and it is not to count in the 
ed b th Essentl·a ·- . oan pre>gram features. class elect y e men. E lsTc . standings. 
Phi Sigma Epsilon is t:ne only na- Ella Mae Jackson, president of the Continued. from Preceding Page SCHEDULE FOR ORCHESTRA, Inured with losing teams and a 
tional social fraternity on the campPuhsl: ~om~n·~ League, has stated elsewhere 1 -~ : . . . . BAND PrRACTICE RELEASED\ flagging athletic treasury, football has. 
Hugh Harwood is president. ill this, Issue of the News purposes and You need to realize that you are · . . , .not been substantial fare at Shurtleff 
Sigma Epsilon maintains a chapter plans of the group for this ye~r. The beginning a phase Of you'r educationa.l · Richard . w. Weckel has announced for s.ome time. Two years ago~ Shurt-
hoU.se located at 1'014 Seventh street. League is more active in social events experience which takes you on a long the followillg schedule for band and leff dropped the sport. 
Fidelis holds a unique position, hav- than is the Union and serves as a tr,ail. Fur,thermore, '()tudents are par~ ~rchestra reh~arsals: Ba~d, Monday, Both Shurtleff and Lake. ~ores~ have 
ing the characteristics of 'a social. ,more important organ im 'the social life tially responsible for biazing their ed- . f~rst. tw~ penods, .a. m., Thursday,\ b~en doomed to cellar pos1tio~s ~n the 
fraternity but lacking national or- of college women. ucational trails. At ~astern Illinois 1 f1rst 
1
penod, .
00
.p. m., ?rFc~edstra-Tuetsh- L1ftftle"' 19 for a nfumE betr o~ yeaist. Sthurtd-
ganization. Vincent . Kelly is presi- Homer Hendricks is president 9f the you will find faculty members ready day, ~st per1 : a. m., n ay,. seven le 1 once one o . . as erns grea es an . 
dent. , Student Council. This organization t i t and guide you in your college and eighth penods, .P· m. . most stubborn rivals, lost seven o~e-
Industrial ar.ts students will find serves primarily as an executive body. 0 ~s s You will find also courses of ... If' arrangements can ·be ma:de, th,e point and one-touchdown decisions 
their 'interests' to center around an It also 'collaborates with other · organ- · wtord · l 'b ies. laboratories athletics, band and orchestra may give a series two years ago. Known as one of tp.~ 
d s u y, 1 rar ' ' · td ·t · · T h · · t · 1 'th f organization formed here in 1932. It izations in promoting events designe . . 1 tivities and other means of of ou. .oor conce1 s. wo s.u~ · pro- tnck1est eams rn pay, Wl a.n o -
is called the . Industrial Avts. elub. , . to aid the welfare of the student body. s~cm t 'aJc Th~se r~present the ve- grams were presented during the sum- fense that literally did "stunts", 
For students with interest m ElsTc--- . ~i~~~ I~ris up. to the .student to start me:_ term, and. t:Q:ey , met wit~ such Shurtleff. wel~ deser:ved tlae honor .it 
zo,o1ogy, the Zoology Seminar, which . Six F acuity Members .· •l tlie vehicle and k.'eep it going down ~pproval that Drrect~r Weckel lS anx- has won m Little 19 warfare. 
meets on alternate Tuesdays,· will • • I the road. 10us the repeat . durillg the current 
answer all needs. . . . , . To Continue StudieS One f·actor in' starting right is lean1.: qua:rter. , " . 
Four musical organizations are fix- ing how to use faculty members, libra- _, . 
tures at EI. They are the Men's Six EI faculty members are on leaves , ries laboratories, · courses oif study, and with a , worthwhile education or make T 
Chorus, the Wo~en's Glee club, the of absence to study· duririg 1935-36. ·C the ' like in order. to develop for your- of you a good teacher. It will provid·~ l 
Music club, the band and the or- Charles S. Spooner, associate pro.- -self valuab~e experiences while in c?l- , tne means by which you can make I 
chestra. .fessor, of biology, will ·complete ' re- . lege. Read 'the cata1ogue and bul- of yourself .an educated person and 
Other Organizations Named quirements for the doctorate at the \letins, find those whose duty it, is to a good teacher. You as a .$tudent m:ust 
Epsilon Pi Tau is a national honor:- University of Illinois. Ora. L. Rails- advise with you, then make your de- · assume some responsibility for future 
ary industrial arts fraternity. It was back, ~sociate professor of physical cisions. · educational consequences. YQu can I 
organized ·at EI in 1933. science will complete requirements for. FinaUy,. · remember that teachers, · do this by. staTting right · during regis- j 
NOTE BOOKS 
Co·vers a.nd Fillers 
Spirals 
ST,ATIONERY 
W. E. HILL & S·O.N 
SOUTHWEST CORNER 
. The Forum. is ·' a discussion club,' the doctorate at Indian~ university. · courses of study, libr~ries, laboratories, tration week.. · 
~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~.~o~~~~~~~~~w~oo~~--~---~-~-~-~~--~-~-----~----1 thering· thought and self-expression of; matJ::temat~cs and Dean of Men, will campus are guides, not destinations.~ · 
among the student body. It has no fix- complete requirements for doctor's de- Th-ey .ar,e here to aid yoU' in your pro-
ed membership. . ·j grE;)e in mathematics at Teachers Col- ' cess olf "education. It is up to you to 
The Science and Mathematics clubs lege, Columbia university. cl.loose and to make your own des-· 
cater to interests of students in those Miss Ruth Hostetler, instructor ~n tmations. Starting, right means be-
fh:!lds. '. mathematiCS; Will complete require- ginning to choose and to make Y,OlJ.r 
Organized with views toward fra- ments for the A.M. degree at Teachers destination this week instsad of put-- . ternizi~g studepts who .. come from Cdllege, Columbia;, university: ting it off until ne~t quarter or pas-
rural areas, the Country Lif~ cl~b has · Miss May Smith, assistant librarian, . sibly next _Year. · · . 
one of tne larg~st member?h!-PS I~ the . will complete reqtlirements fo:(the M. ·· Four ,years of ~t.tendance I:l college 
college. · Josephme ~aker :s presiden~. s .. degree in library science at the will not automatiCally provide you 
• All home economics maJors are eli- University of' Illinois. Eugene M. Waf-
gible !or membership in ~he H:ome E~- fle, assistant professor of English, will 
onomiC~ Clul:). Ruth Miller IS presl- . extend his leave of absence for 1934-35 
dent. . h 1 b during the · coming yea.r in order to The .French ~nd ~ograp Y .c u s complete requirements for the. doctorate fo~ter illterest ill the~ own '?articular . in English at George PeabOdy College 
fields. E~a.ch meets on alternate weeks. f T h 
'th l't tal t Y or eac ers. Students WI 1 erary · en rna 
~ . I' ---EI.STC . choose between: the Wa:r'bler, E · s year 
THE JOHNSON SERVIC'E . STA-
·TION, a.t 7th and Madison Street, 
will app:reciate your, patrona-ge. 
·Dl,ain. and re.:.fil'l wit:p Johnson Oil. 
G~easing Service . 
' ' 
Start' your school year right by hav- D . G & s· book; . the News., campus weekly pub- . . . . , aviS at:n.er.. . ion 
llca wn; , Igpla e a, · a . · - . "' . . . . . t' s· D. lt loc 1 J'ournali's mg your· watch repa1red by C: P. ,Coo. n, I', 
tic fraternity; and Sigma Tau Delta. 40~ Sixth St. AU wm:k guara.nteed-
Sigma Tau Delta is an honorary lit- Pnces always mod~rate. . '-----~~~--:-~~-.:--;.~~-----
era.ry fraternity. It meets with the · ~-~...:... ____ ,_ __ __;,_..;;,._..._ ___ ~-"":;--...;......-~~-----:--1 
Writers' C1ub, which is an auxiliary 
, body. 
Mana,gers 
'• . 
Whitney'·s · Collegicite. ~Shoppe 
---E:ISTC:---
EI ST'UDUENT INJURED ~· · ~ . · . . '1148 Sheth St. · . · 
William Owen, 20, .a ; student at EI . 1. SPECIAL 'OFFER 
during the wirrter· and summer terms; Tlrls Ad, p~us 20e, GoQd for One Haircut 
is showing steady improvements from 
injuries received in an automobile col- This Offer is Good for o ·:ne Mont~ !OnJy;, .. 
lision in Paris August 17. His home 
1 
_ · . • ~ .: \ / 
is near Ch~~s~an~ " · t_..,.:;~-~· ··~' .;...:..· . ";..;;~· ~l'' i:· ,;;,~· ,~. , ··~' ;.· ·~.:..:.....;....;· ·;....~.;i.' ~~...i.:-?-..;....;'~'· ';;;.;' ~·- _ ... •" ..... .-;,.."-.· -.· ...... _, 
A. ·c_·. A ·D.'KIN ·s 
Groceries and Meats 
. ' 
We Carry a C.omplete Line . .of 
-· School Supplies 
CORNER ~TENTH AND LINC·OLN 
; ' 
Coles . County's [argest Qepl Store. 
WEL.COM'E.S·YOU! 
1: ' \ ;\ ' ,,. 
You.'ll be ·surpris,ed at the large .stocks and the qll:ality v:e 
have. Every Hem' of .high grade and ~uaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. ,.., 
' l. 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR·.- , . 
D.RESS GOODS 
HAT.S ·~-, 
COATS 
.DRESSES I • 
SPORTs .: WEAR 
. MUS.HL ,, 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
. ,. , ·at aH times. E'xp:ert operator~ ~ : 
ALE·XANDE·R' 
. ' 
· '· 
Page Eight TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Nature May Feel Lonesome This Fall; i AUDITORIUM sLATED .. 
News Feature Writer Is Not Returning FoR sociAL EVENTs 
Virginia Cottet Snider Accepts 
Position in Springfield; Writes 
About New Work. 
MAY ENROLL NEXT SPRING 
It begins to look as if Fall's leaves 
are going to have to turn their myriad 
colors, plant life to metamorphose, 
Indian mounds hereabouts to hold their 
own mysterious secrets, and Lake 
Ahmoweenah's vocal symphony to 
harmonize without being written about 
in the News. For nature-loving, na-
ture writing Virginia Cottet Snider will 
not be in school this year. The unique 
personalities of nature ushered into the 
columns of the paper by Authoress 
Snider will be compelled to forego 
their weekly introductions. 
Orientation Chairman 
M!ss Emma Reinhardt was in charge 
of the two-day orientation program 
offered freshmen here this week. 
Contract has been let for 
sanding and refinishing the floor 
in the auditorium and for one 
thousand upholstered m e t a l 
folding chairs. 
It is the plan to use this room, 
states President Buzzard, as the 
center of the social functions of _ 
the college year. Floor space is 
practically twice that of our 
present gymnasium and the 
lavatory facilities are m arkedly 
superior . The g·eneral appear j 
ance of the room will be much 
more desirable than the gym-
nasium. 
+----------------------------
Eleven EI Faculty 
Members Returning 
Returning faculty members . who 
Tuesday, September 10, 1935 
Football Schedule Will Feature Eight . 
Games; Normal Tilt to Be Highlight 
Returns to Department 
Lawrence F. Ashley has returned 
to head the industrial arts depart-
ment after a year's study at Ohio 
Oakland City Opens :season with 
Game on Schahrer Field ; Meet 
All Teachers Colleges. 
Eight games, five of which are with 
Little Nineteen foes, are scheduled for 
the 1935 Panthers. Topping the card 
is S tate Normal's visit here on Home-
j coming Day. 
1 The complete sche<:tule is: Oakland 
\City of Oakland Gity, Ind., here, Oct. 
5; Indiana State, at Terre Haute, Oct. 
12; State Normal, here, Oct. 19 (Home-
coming); Macomb, there, Oct. 26; n-
linois College, there, Nov. 2; Indiana 
Central Normal, here, Nov. 9; Carbon-
dale, here, Nov. 16 ; DeKalb, there, Nov. 
23. 
Decides on Nature Work 
1 
Miss Snider has decided to pass up 
college' this year in favor of work with 
her favorite companion-Nature. In a 
letter to the News recently she wrote: 
The Soap Box 
(Continued from Page 6) 
have been on leaves of absence for IE • PI 
study during a part or all of the asternites ace 
school year 1934-35 number eleven. In County Contests 
Illinois College of Jacksonville, and 
four state teachers colleges, Carbon-
dale, Normal, Macomb and DeKalb, 
are conference games. 
Oakland City, first on the schedule, 
bowed to the Lantzrnen last year by a 
33-0 score. Indiana State, second foe, 
was another of the three teams beaten 
by the locals in 1934. 
Lawrence F. Ashley, head of the in- __ 
"I am a nature guide and teacher at 
the Wild Life Sanctuary at Lake 
Springfield. It is a part of the Adult 
Education program and is free to the 
public. Two of us, the other a young 
man from Chatham, are on the 
sanctuary grounds daily except Friday. 
We take people on hikes around the 
lodge grounds and down the Vachel 
Lindsay Trail, and between times we 
work on various projects that demand 
attention. Very little is completed and 
we really need a dozen men to work for 
us, hauling rock, digging paths, cutting 
weeds ..... 
dustrial arts department, has been . faculties in the United States One 0 1 t· . d . t f Several Eastermtes placed well in periodical recently devoted thre~ pages ~h m~ e ~n~ r~sl encetroe~rresmtent s ~r livestock exhibits at county a.nd state 
to a detailed recitation of "Red scares" e 't oc ~ s e~eeHa h 10 f . ad e t~~~ I fairs this summer. Thomas and Mar-
student uprisings, and misdemeanor~ ve~s1 Y; tr: · k ~ e~; m uts naf garet Chamberlin took a number of 
among the faculty during the past :~~ ~;P e t v:;r h or Ce 1~as erco ribbons at the Coles County Fair, as year. There were accounts of the 1 b' gre~ a 't eact te~s 0d egr o- did Max and Ronald King. The King Communistic doings at Southern Cali- urn Iahumlve1r9s315y, aM. eBenth oKsum- brothers also won honors at the Illi- ~ 
. . . , mer sc oo . 1ss e assa- · St t F · M' h · forma; the demonstratiOn agamst Fas- b . t t . h' nms a e a1r. Iss C amberlm ex-
cists at City College, New York City; ~~md ms ~ucf or ~~ pe~m~~s lp, f co~- hibited stock in a county exhibit at 
the trouble at Louisiana State; up- P e e d war . or d e t·ac e tortho Esci- the state that won first place. 
Welcome Students 
Bring your Clothes to '' Doc 's' ' 
for Complete Satisfaction 
Works In Trailside Museum 
. . . ence egree m e uca 10n a e au 
nsmgs at Columbia; r_evolts here, and Claire State Teachers college (Eau 
r~vo~ts there. Fac~tles have drawn I Claire is Miss Kassabaum's home town 
~rre m several magaz~nes, and the rad- and the latter part of the summer 
1cal ~le~ent among ms~ructors at Co- was spent in study at Wisconsin uni-
lumbla 1s constantly bemg condemned. ·t ) M ' Ed'th Le k · ,_,,~-h 
. vers1 y ; ISS 1 va e, e1gu:11 
One faculty member IS toss~d out be- grade critic, who completed require-
cause he preached the doctrmes of So- t f th A M d · · · 
. . men s or e . . egree m JUmor CI~llsm; another lost 0.u~ because he high school education at the Univer-
sald he could chase rellgwn from the 't f S th c l'f · · J 
1 f t d t 1 'th s1 y o ou ern a I orma In une, sou o any s u en mere y WI . . 
cts· "R d baiters" g the con spent the summer m the lake regwns war , e rava e - f w· . 
tinent. o 1sconsm. 
Miss Florence L. Litchfield, instruc-
tor in English, who passed the final 
examination for the doctor's degree at 
t.he University of Minnesota during 
Easter vacation, received the degree at 
the June convocation. 
Miss Myrtle Arnold, fourth grade 
critic, received the A. M. degree from 
George Peabody for Teachers at the 
end of summer school, 1935. 
NO FADING 
NO SHRINKING 
NO ODOR 
Doc's Cleaners 
and Tailors 
"We are working in a Tratlside 
museum now, its sole occupants being 
a white-footed deer mouse that bit me 
quite hard yesterday, a somewhat bat-
tered box turtle, two nearly grown rose-
breasted grosbeaks who are old enough 
to feed themselves but who will eat all Doesn't it seem a trifle ridiculous Holds Both M. S. and A. M. ElsTc---
the beet~es and grass~oppers we catch that the most enlightened people are . Miss Gertr~de Hendricks, ins~ructor When planning your purchases, 
for them, a baby ca~b1rd who dema~ds , being persecuted by the most unin- m mathematics, not content w1th an I read the News ads for guidance. 
cAsH 7 Sc CARRY 
710 Lincoln St. 
food every twenty mmutes (elderberries I formed? Why must the minority al- M. S. degree in education from the 
cr~medfu~hly ~wn ~ ~ll~~~~~oo~~ffi~mWsrighl? ~~~~~~~oois!earmd~A.~ r------------------------------~ 
throat); and besides these live things, 
1 
. . I aegree in mathematics from the same 
a red-tailed hawk's nest, several logs An Emment Llb.eral. I institution during the past year. 
containing woodpecker holes, and the £lsTc • Miss Alice McKinney, instructor in 
den of a rat that has museum lean- Start your school year n ght by hav- Art, received the A. M. degree from 
ings, and who will one day end in dismal ing your watch repaired by C. P. Coon, Teachers College, Columbia university, 
fashion, I'm afraid. Three days ago the 408 Sixth St. All work guaranteed- in June and spent the summer paint-
Trailside Museum was a shed; the Prices a lways moderate. ing along the Maine coast. · 
change is remarkable. Miss Ethel Hanson, instructor in 
'Today we began work on a Geology ed photographs at the Illinois state Musi~, recei~ed the ma.:ter ~f arts ~e­
Wall. Slabs of limestone are being Fair, "greedily carrying off all the blue i gree .m _musJic at the Umversity of Wis-
stacked up, wall-fashion, and on top ·bb · th department with a water consm m une. 
n ons In e , H R J k · t t · · we will cement specimens of rocks and 1 . t " I h . own words· arry . ac son, Ins .rue or ln In-co or pnze, oo - n er , . . 
fossils. Yesterday we spent our time in t .ed h r hand at drawing pictures of dustnal arts: rece1ved. the maste: of 
showing visitors over the grounds and n e . . arts degree m educatiOn at Indiana 
the Payne . Stone Age colle~twn, pur- university in J anuary, 1935, and re-
taking the Lindsay Trail. This trail is chased a llttle Aztec maskm_d, a small joined the faculty for the second half 
four miles long, not yet completed, with pottery head( from a temple m Oaxaca, 
a rustic shelter house every quarter southwest Mexico. It is a thousand year. 
mile, and in each house a bronze years old. Comments Miss Snider: Receives U. of I. Master's 
plaque with Vachel Lindsay's nature "That ancient temple contained a Walter M. Scruggs, instructor in bi-
poems. These latter are not yet in frieze composed entirely of these little olo,gy, received the master of science 
place. Lake Springfield is a very excit- heads." Earthquaked, many of them degree from the University of Illinois 
ing place hav· · t b 1 t d at the end of summer school, 1935. 
, mg JUS een comp e e were knocked down and found their 
in the last year. It is fifteen miles long 
and very beautiful. The big herons and way into this country. Co11cerning h er 
water birds have stayed here all sum- specimen: 
mer, and today the first gull of the "Its expression is oddly compelling, a 
winter arrived and looked us over .. " serene, inscrutable face with an 
May Return in Spring enigmatic half -smile on the sensuous 
Thus Naturalist Snider has been be- lips." 
WELCOME E. I. STUDENTS 
Welcome El Students 
For Your Eats and Drinks 
are Our Specialty 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
Let's Get Acquainted! 
FREE! 
Two permanents will be given to two of the first lady cus-
tomers entering my shop Friday morning. 
Finger Wave .................... Wet 25c; Dry 40c 
Shampoo and Finger Wave .................... SOc 
Haircuts ..... .. ... ... ....... ....... .......... ........... .. 25c 
trayed into writing one last sample of 
the distinctive work that appeared 
regularly in the News last year. She 
may return to EI for the spring quart-
er, but has not yet definitely decided. 
During the summer she has: completed 
writing a novel called Old Young Man, 
which she plans to submit in a nation-
al contest this fall. It is a fictionized j 
story of her grandfather's strange life · 
in France, Italy, Africa, Spain, and 
Nauvoo, Illinois; shown several enlarg-
WHITE 
C·OLES COUNTY 
HATCHERY 
"Flour and Feeds for Every Need" I 
We have two Registered Beauty Culture Operators--
MISS MAXINE FEREE--MISS DOROTHY STITES 
C. T. GATES, Prop. 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
PHONE 295 
C:ive Dick, Mgr. 
WELCOME!-· 
E. I. FACULTY-STUDENTS 
King Bros. Book & Stationery Store 
Headquarters for School Supplies 
NEW PAPERS MAGAZINES GREETING CARDS 
Phone 428-West Side Square 
'--------~1 
Utterback's Business College 
1\'I.ATTOON, ILLINOIS 
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses 
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School. 
Tuition ReasotlaAble 
TELEPHONE BLDG. PHONE 248 
609 7th St. 
~-­
....... ~. 
mn 
PHONE 238 
Greetings to Both Old and N eiv 
Friends of EISTC! 
We have kept you in mind when assembling our 
big fall stocks. 
COATS - SUITS - DRESSES - HATS 
AND ACCESSORIES 
of such well known make as NELLY DONS, PRINTZESS 
COATS, SHAGMOORS, etc. · 
GUARANTED HOSIERY--MOJUD and ARCHER 
A ' ' COME. IN AND G~T ACQUAINTED 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Tuesday, September 10, 1935----------------------------------~----~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~--~~---:----~~----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~-
,.-----------~ ~ Faculty Member Is HAROLD MIDDLESWORTH El Campus Picnic Ground, Equipped 
With Tables, Brick Ovens, Horseshoe 
Pits Constructed During Summer 
Page Nine 
MARRIES AT EL PASO SUMM~ER 
News In 
SUMMARY 
I 
iPianning Sane 4th 
Of July Next y ear Just by way of proving, perchance, I -- that former News editors are human, 
' ---- ·-------------------~--- Next Fourth of J uly at least one Harold Middlesworth emulated his re-
Plotting and Naming of Indian 
Trails Set Wild Rumors Afoot 
at ,Summer Session. 
400 ATTEND OPENER 
LINCOLN TERRITORY 
VISITED BY EASTERN 
SUMMER TERM GROUP 
Eastern State faculty member is going 
to tread lightly upon the fringe of 
celebrational abandon. He is H. DeF. 
Widger, member of the English depart-Skeptical Summer ment and head of the Entertainment d Course committee. For at the last 
"Scenes steeped in Mid-west history" 
1 
Public Surprise patrintic."c!'!lepration and during the 
were visited by the geography and his- all-school picnic held on the college 
stu- tory departments during the summer By Staff Reporter campus, he suffered the fracture of a 
Complacent summer school term, when, in two excursions, Lincoln Summer students cast a wary eye leg while competing in the tug-o'-war 
dents were almost startled out of sites were examined at Springfield and upon the three-course entertainll).~nt event. 
their wits when rumors swished later in Indiana and Kentucky. fare for the eight weeks' term arranged students and faculty members, in 
thither, thence that strange doings Fifteen students and faculty mem- by the Entertainment Course, he~ded I mixed foray, were holding a tug-o'-war 
were afoot on EI's long - neglected bers made the tour of Lincoln shrines by H . DeF. Widger. There was an ex- across Lake Ahmoweenah when Mr. 
cent predecessors and one successor by 
marrying Miss Thelma Riley of El 
Paso, Texas, at El Paso, •Friday, July 
12: Mrs. Middlesworth is a teacher in 
Radford School for Girls, El Paso. 
Mr. Middlesworth 'Yas editor of the 
News in 1929 and 1930. He wa.s the 
first editor to hold that position here 
for two years. Since graduation from 
EI, he has been located in the south-
west. This spring he accepted a posi-
tion on the E( Paso World News, a 
daily. He has received two promotions 
in and around Springfield Saturday, ponent of the Spanish dance," and the Widger suffered the injury. His right south campus. The presence of heavy d PI d the Hussars Var d 11 b 
t b r that by July 13. Members of the history an Jitney ayers, an · - ankle was .dislocated ~n a sma one 
1 
Order your flowers by telephone. Call 
Sboomuledemrsi·ralecdulomusanpyrano k ~fle~~ncy the geography departm_ ents acted as_ . guides. iety, to be sure, but of what . known three inches above the ankle was· brok- 39 Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh I t quality? Answer forthcame m the en He was kept from summer school · t Stone Age was being revisited here- On the longer JOUrney reqmrmg . wo · stree . 
t E t t tasting. teaching duties. for almost one week abouts. Confusion was lent to specu- days, approximately thlr .Y as erru es Clarita Martin Appears First and was able to walk. only with the aid .-------....... -------~ 
since accepting the positio~. 
---EISTC---
lation when the News, No. 4 of the were in the party. President R. G. C'larita Martin (June 18) gave a c~n- of crutches for another five-weeks p~r-
term liberally headlined that "Red- Buzzard was personally ~n charge of ~he vincing, convivial performance lackmg iod. 
skin 'Reservation Is Flourishing .... tour. The itinerary mcluded: Vm- on~y in substance. Those in the front I e:•sTc---
Kickapoo Return." The much bally- ~ cennes, Nancy H~nks State Park, Camp rows far from the distraction of the p bl• h d 
hooed value of catch headlines was Knox, Hodgensville, Kentucky, Bear~s- inevitable riot between numbers in the TC News U IS e 
disproved; not a single musket was re- town, Harrodsburg: F~ankfort, Loms- back of the room, applauded with For Su_mmer Scho.ol l 
trieved from its dusty Valhalla; nary ville, and return"via Vmcennes. eclat-and sincerity. Still skeptical, 
an ebullient faculty member recalled Students financed their own ex- students awaited the appea.rance of the h 
•tales told by my grandfather' anent penses, · due to early arrangements by th J 
1 2 
Six issues of the News were publls. - , 
Jitney Players. Came ey on u Y ' ed during the summer term. Roy Wil-bl·avery in the face of a redskin mas- EI faculty m embers a;t points along _th_e ·th d of applause more 
and left w1 a roun son, Lea.llyn Clapp, and Alexander sacre; lo, nothing happened. route, expenses were held to a mllll- riotous than at the time of their first Summers were in charge. Issues no. 
'Twas Just Another Scare mum. performance here two years ago. They 1 and 2 comprised eight pages and the In fact, when the News story was e:•sTc ·presented "Streets of New Y?rk," t~e remaining four were in six pages. 
·probed it revealed that the comn:o- Panther Track Stars _ same melodrama given here m therr Various new page make-ups and ex-
tion was prompted by C. F. Momer, w.·n Honor a t Camp aforementioned debut. 1perimen ts in news writing were tea-
superintendent of grounds, who was Hussars Dra.w Most App1ause I tures. 
about the business of converting that To the extreme satisfaction of, sadly Edith Stoltz. former News., staff 
wooded area into a picnic ground. Two of Eastern's winningest track enough, only a small h,ouse (extreme member and editor of the 1931 sum-
Seven lunch tables, constructed of dis- peformers streaked to victories in heat prevailing over desires for mer issues, was an assistant editor, as 
carded stone blocks from the leveled the Citizen's Military Training Camp aesthetic satiat:.on), Herbert Petrie's was Dorothy Bonham, feature writer 
power house, were in place for the track meets this summer. They were: White Hussars provided the finest en- on the staff last year. 
Fourth of July picnic h~ld at the new Vincent Kell) who sailed to victory in tertainment of the summer schedule. ElsTc'---
STUDENTS! . 
. 
Yo-u Can Get Y (}ur 
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS 
at Tenth and Lincoln 
NEWELL'S 
FILLING STATION 
Lawyer's Grocery 
Fresh Grnceries and Meats 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
1010 lLinc()l:n St. Phone 1478 
site. Two furnaces, two horse-shoe the 50, 100, and 440 dashes, placed sec- His brilliant four-man instrumental Patronize our News advertisers! ~~~b~.~ar~ .~a~~~~~~e~adj~~~~~~w ~~~.~~red~~ ~~us· ~-------------------~-----------1 
winding trails named in Indian fash- on the winning relay team; Charles debutantish Blanche Frye, pianist and 
ion were plotted throughout the Austin, who outsprinted fast fields in sopraoo soloist, literally entranced 
heavily wooded one-acre area. A wish- the 50 imd 100 yard events and ran Eastern's no-longer-skeptical audience. 
ing well and a rustic bridge and n~er- anchor on the relay team. He set a The Hussars, we venture to predict, will 
ous stone benches complete trappings of new all-time record in breasting the be back. 
the grounds. tape first in the century sprint. Marv e: lsTc:-----
Picnic Attended by 400 Upton, sensation ?f the spring season, FINLEY CONTINUES AS 
Almost 400 students, faculty mem- ran first in the mile event and c?ntent- STUDENT TREASURER 
SPECIAL- TEACHERS-
Get youself a Real American Made Watch-Elgin or Illinois-at a 
Low Factory Price-you save from 20 to 50% on a good Watch 
at this Sale. Be on t ime-with 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY bers, and guests attended the school ed himself with third place m the I 
picnic on the Fourth. A concert by quarter. Robert Finley '36 will continue to 1 ~eooll~eoroh~k~ ~hl~c ~~~. Au~~was~~mped ~ ~ffernnn~ne M ~e sw~~ TreMurer ~ I L----------~--~-----------======= and a fireworks display at 8 p.m., were Barracks, St. LoUis. Kelly and Upton Accounts this year, It was announced 
other features. Six hundred spectators were stationed at Camp Grant. Kelly during the summer term. Finley ac-
On the West Side of the Square The Leading Jeweler 
• . · .~: - , • t-•. ~ - ; ! . . r· -:~ ·. ,··· ' · 4 • • • • • 
witnessed the fireworks display on supplemented his camp-track life with cepted the position last fall. 
Schahrer Field. reporting for the Danville Commercial EI $ Tc---
---e:lsT News. When planning your purchases, 
read the News ads for guidance. Department ~ead Is EASTERN M;~i~IANS 
Wedded This Summer PLAY DURING SUMMER 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
Miss Ruth Major of the Music depart-
ment and Glenn Bennett of Berwyn, 
Ill., were married in Charleston, Sun-
day, June 16. Mrs. Bennett was a 
member of the EI Music department 
for a number of years. She was grad-
uated from Emporia State Teachers 
college and received her M. A. degree 
from the Eastern School of Music, 
Rochester, New York, in 1934. 
Eastern State musical proteges from 
Charleston kept in touch with their 
calling this summer by various public 
appearances. William Rite organized a 
band of all-stars, among whom were 
several EI band members, to play for 
the Coles County Fair. Alvin Pigg, a 
former student who still plays in the 
college musical units, led a band which 
presented a series of concerts on the 
public square late in August. 
417 Seventh St. Phone 173 \ 
~------------------1 1 
I Mr. Bennett attended EI for two years and received his B. S. and M . A. 
degrees from the University of Illinois. 
Mr. Bennett taught in the J efferson 
junior high department, Charleston, for 
four years. At present he is principal 
of the Emerson school in Berwyn. 
---E ISTc:---
HAROLD WHIT'J'ACRE 
IN EMPLOY OF IERC 
Still another Eastern State grad has 
manifested interest in sociological 
study as presented by the Illinois Emer~ency Relief Commission. Late in 
August Harold Whittacre accepted work 
as a case aide in the local office. Whitt-
acre is a 1935 graduate. He was prom-
inent as a News writer and cartoonist. 
New Students! ! 
While getting acquainted tJ:ti~ week 
make it a point to VISit 
The CANDY SHOP 
' ' You'll find the upperclassmen here.
East Side of Square Phone 270 
--~· EI !i:TC---
Art Craft Studio 
School Days Once More 
Have your Photograph made 
the folks at home while you 
are gone. 
for 
Come in and browse around. · Hun-
dreds of books, 5c. Poetry, drama, 
novels, history, etc. 100 National 
Geographic magazines, sheet music, 
suits. Old Mill Book Store, 610 7th St. 
Phone 598 610% J ackson 
THOSE THAT APPRECIATE the highest quality of Dry 
Cleaning available in this section of the state, why not call--
ME Ry CLEANERS A ND M 0 N T G 0 LAUNDRY SERVICE 
FOR SPEED AND QUALITY WORK 
PHONE .68 
WELCOME TO El 
' ., . . ' 
.. , / - l 
~------~1 Meadow Gold Dairy 
Fletcher 's Grocery 
"WE WANT YOUR 
BUSINESS" 
The Home of 
Pasteurized Dairy rrQducts 
I 
PHONE 7 463 Lincoln St. 1... _________________ ... _________ -:::: 
~------------------
Ph one 422 
I 
To the Students of EISTC: 
You are Always Welcome at Kline's 
{ 
FOR M'EN'S 
Sweat Shirts .. 
Sweat Pants . . 
Gym PantS .. . 
Gym Shirts .. . 
Gym Socks .. . 
Gym Shoes .. . 
Athletic Supporters 
6th & ·Madison St. 
. 79c 
$1.29 
. 49c 
. 25c 
. 25c 
. 69c 
. 29c 
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C. P. Lantz Resigns As Active Coach of EI Athletics 
W. S. Angus, Physical Ed. Director, 
Is New Head Coach; Lantz Remains 
I 
+·- .. - ··-··-··-.. -~~-··-··-··-··-.. - ·+ Few Veterans Return for Duty in '35 
-- ·----
P-~~!~~~?z~~~~ Panther Eleven; Frosh Are Promising 
Announcement of Change Is 
Made by President Buzzard ; 
Lantz to Head Physical Ed. 
Star T earns Recalled 
With his resignation as head coach 
of athletics here, Coach C. P. Lantz I 
terminates an active coaching career 
that has extended over almost a 
quarter of a century. He came to 
Eastern 24 years ago and has been 
director of athletics throughout that 
period. He would have begun his 
twenty-fifth year with the opening of 
football practice yesterday (Monday) . 
Reared and educated in the East, 
Lantz began his coaching career in 
Harrisburg (Pennsylvania) Academy. 
After mentoring there for two years he 
was called to Eastern by Livingston C. 
Lord, president. 
Star Teams in '28 and '30 
Resigns As Director 
CHARLES P. LANTZ 
Varsity Golf Practice 
Planned for Fall Term 
+•-•n-••-••-••-••-p-•a-•N-••-••-•••-~~+ 
(Contributed by Charles Austin) 
Augustana and Millikin, co-holders 
of the "Little 19" championship, will 
hold their opening football practices 
September 10. Either team has a 
good chance to repeat, but Augustana 
will be missing Bob Marack, leading 
I 
scorer last year, and Don Smiley, the 
end with the educated toe. If you 
will reca'l , we gave both men a start 
by placing t h em on our all-star 
team last year. The honor was 
later confirmed (which gave them 
I more satisfaction) by the Associated and United Press associations. 
Silver jubilees are popular this 
year Coach Lantz starts his 
twenty-fifth year as monarch over 
athletics at Eastern. Trnly, he is 
the king of 1Little Nineteen football 
and not only respected and admired 
by his colleagues, but by the play-
ers as well. For the men them-
selves know that they are going to 
meet a team that plays clean foot-
baH. 
Assumes New Post 
WINFIELD S. ANGUS 
Golf to Be Introduced 
In Physical Education 
John Ritchie, Paul Swickard, EI 
Co-captains, Head List of Re-
turning Veterans. 
Eastern State will be starting itself 
another foottall season in a few days. 
The presence of numerous veterans 
and several promising freshman pros-
pects are stirring hopes that the 
Panthers will rally to rega:n honor lost 
in the past three seasons of play. 
Co-captains Paul Swickard and John 
Ritchie head the list of veterans. 
Swickard performed flawlessly at center 
last season while Ritchie proved him-
self one of the most capable backs, al-
though an array of ball-toting talent 
prevented him playing regularly. Most 
of those '34 stars have departed and 
Ritchie finds himself in the unique po-
sition of being the lone back who has 
had any considerable experience on 
Panther teams. 
His early teams were the class of 
Illinois college football, and during the 
years between 1910 and 1920 he lost few 
games. High ranking elevens were 
turned out in the early 20's. His 1 I C t· ct·t · h · l d Such an enthusiastic response was - .----- _oun mg as. ere 1 ln P yslCa e u-
greatest teams, however, were produced given golf as an intercollegiat s art . The eyes of all this fervid football catwn, golf w11l be introduced this 
in the current era, one of them in h 
1 
t . th t ·t b e ff P d 1 nation will be watching the Illinois quarter. Coach C. P. Lantz will act as 
Veterans are better represented in 
the line. There is George Adams of 
Paris, a dependable guard who should 
be of consistent value. Paul Week-
ley, giant tackle from Oblong and a 
twc-yeax letter winner, will return to 
bid again for his tackle berth. Jack 
Austin, letter winner for the past three 
seasons, is another tackle of talent. 
Austin is a capable utility man, and 
may be played most any place on the 
team. Tobe Scott, a freshman who 
1928, and the other in 1930. The first er~ tas spn~g d~t 1th~ay et 0 erBe I IIAC, when on the 
1 
tutor. It is planned to hold the in-
of this famous twosome tied for the a~ .m ramura t~re ~ lS qua\ er. Y I last saturday in struction period durhtg the third hour, 
conference title in 1928, tying Millikin giVmg .prospec lVe earn me~ ers . op- September Knox a. m., on Lincoln Field. Any student 
in the final game, 12-12. In 1930 the portumty to work ~ut at this time, with that period free is eli ible to Coach F A Beu w1ll have an oppor- college and Law- . g 
"uncrossed goal line team" played · · t f enroll m the new course. 
havoc with opposition until Carbondale tunity to estimate the quality and size renee mee or a 
gained a freak 2-0 victory. of his golf squad for the 1936 season. game at Gales-
Lantz's record is equally brilliant in Practices would be held twice each burg. Will Knox 
week on the c:harle·ston country C'lub annex the nation-
basketball and baseball. Great basket- course, if arrangements with that body al championship 
ball teams have been less frequent, be-
cause the small playing floor here was can be made. All students interested for the lqpingest 
in trying out for golf are asked to see Charles Austm· team or w.ill she 
too much of a handicap. One of the greatest players in Illinois basketball Mr. Beu in his office some time this merely have a tie? k Our prediction is that Siwashers will 
history, however, was tutored by Lantz. j wee · be the same old cut-ups that made 
He was Earl Anderson, who once play- This practice will be apart from that 
t b ff them famous in past seasons. And ed for Charleston high school later for o e o erect in the physical education 
' d t t h . thus take her twenty-eighth con-
Eastern, and finally for the University epa.r men , w lCh will be under the di-
t f secutive defeat to claim a national of Illinois, where he was named captain rec 1on o Coach Lantz. championship. 
of the Big Ten All-Star team. ElsTc---
Develop Baseball stars INTERPRETATION OF 1935 
Baseball was the sport Lantz most FOOTBALL RULES IS SET 
A word about the new prospects 
at Eastern this year. The best 
material to slip 'neath our gaze 
have been "Eddie" Unitis, who 
ha:ils from Westville (so does 
Vince and Joe Kelly) and has the 
reputation of toting a mean foot-
ball . . . . Jack Kline, a Peoria 
boy who did his athletic work at 
Pontiac high school . • • • "Eddie" 
enjoyed coaching. In it he succeeded 
to a higher degree than any other. 
Men like Gilbert, Honn, Honefinger, 
Lanman and others owe much of their 
prestige to the coaching Lantz gave 
them while they were at Eastern. 
Football players who gained state-
wide notice while at Eastern include 
Sumner Wilson and Mac Gilbert-call-
ed by Lantz in a News interview two 
years ago the greatest players he ever 
coached-Johnny Powers, Stan Was-
sem, "Tuck" Cremer, Carl Hance, and 
others. 
Lantz has been completing require-
ments for his master's degree at 
Gettysburg university for the past two 
summers. He completed his thesis this 
year. It was entitled "History of the 
Little Nineteen." 
Angus on Staff Since 1932 
Winfield S. Angus, who assumes 
duties as head coach at EI this fall, has 
been a member of the physical educa-
tion staff since 1932. Since coming 
here he has coached TC High basket-
ball, college track, assisted with college 
football, and taught classes in physical 
education. 
Holder of a master's degree from the 
University of illinois, Mr. Angus serv-
ed as coach at the University High 
school there prior to coming here. 
That expression, "horse and buggy 
days" has gained popular currency· in 
the political arena ever since a certain 
executive used it derogatively. He 
Continued to Page 11 
MOORE'S 
UPER SERVICE 
Grocery-Market 
PHONE 71 
Delivery Service 
The regular football interpretation 
meeting for this district, Eastern Illi-
nois, will be held in the gymnasium 
at 8 p. m. Tuesday. 
This meeting will be conducted by a 
representative of the Illinois High 
School Athletic association. All the 
coaches, superintendents, principals, 
and high school and college players 
who wish to attend this meeting are 
cordially invited t o do so. 
For any further information in re-
gards to this conference, see Dean F. 
A. Beu. 
---EISTC---
Patronize our News· advertisers! 
RADIO SERVICE 
Call 1555 for College Service 
Man 
LYLE STIREWALT 
1532 S. Ninth St. 
A. G. FROMMEL 
A Full Line of Hardware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, TOO'ls, 
Outlery and Sporting Goods 
We Also Repair Suitcases, Bags, Trunks and All Leather Goods 
"See Us Before You Buy" 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
Y au are here just in time to admire our 
new Fall Footwear. 
We have the Styles, Quality and Reason-
able prices you are looking for. 
We extend to you an invitation to try on 
the season's best. 
RYAN SHOE STORE 
EAST SIDE SQUARE 
The Ford V-8 Is Truly a Fine Car at a Low Price! 
Mil!.er, another Charleston City 
High luminary, who has built up 
quite a reputation as an athlete 
. . . . And, last but not least, a 
little boy, only 6 feet 2% inches 
tall by' the name of Probst, from 
Edwardsville. All of these men 
shoU:d make good athletic repu-
tations while representing Eastern 
on the field and court. 
Continued to Page 11 
It Pays to Look Well 
A 1good hair cut just doesn't happen 
-it is the resu:t of long exp·erience 
2.nd careful attention. You can get 
that kind of service at the 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
Southwest Corner of Square 
Welcome! 
E. I. Faculty-Students 
EAST SIDE CAFE 
Open Day and Night East Sid·e Square 
$5.50 \Meal Tickets for $5.00 
Private Dining Room for Parties and Banquets. Chicken 
Served ·on Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. 
HOT ROLLS EVERY MEAL 
A. DAVIS & DUNCAN 
SUPREME VALUES IN 
SPORT JACKETS 
Suede Leather Blue Melton 
$295 
Here 's Quality at Low price! . 
Practical and Serviceable Garments. 
SIZES 36 to 46 
New Fall Oxfords • • • • • • $2.95 
MURRAY' S 
FORMERLY ·JAMES & MURRAY'S 
WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS'! 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
~---------------------c-H_A_R_L_E-ST_o_N_,_I_L_L_IN--OI-S--------·----------~---------------------P-H_o_N_E--6-66--------------------.JI 
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In This Corner We- C. P . Lantz Resigns And Over Here Is-
As Head Coach Here; 
Angus Assumes Post 
Continued from Page 10 
· might well have applied it in descrip-
tion of the era that brought Charles 
1 
P. Lantz to Eastern as head coach of 
athletics. 
1 
For it was exactly twenty-five years 1 
ago, when the horse and buggy were 1 
still very much in vogue, that Lantz I 
came out of Pennsylvania and sett:ed 
down for a coaching stay that tops the 
1 
limit of any coach in the mid-west and 1 
sets thumbs to flicking record books I 
for entries of longer tenure in any col-
lege. Not many can claim a "silver 
Swickard, 
and co-captain of 
grid team. 
veteran1 anniversary." John Ritchie fullback who will serve 
the 1935 . During his ~wenty-four years of con- as co-captain. ' Ritchie ls a senior with 
tmuous coachmg, Lantz has had oppor- three year's ex erience. 
tunity to witness the intriguing evolu-
tion of a typical mid-western college. 
Few Veterans Report 
For t935 Grid T earn 
When he came here the gym, now held 1 New Grid Equipment 
in such derisive respect, was quite R • d Qff" 
handsome enough, easily accommodated ece1ve at ICe 
Continued from IPag~ 10 EI's athletic program, and was the 
enyy of surrounding schools. Came the New football equipment arrived last · 
won his letter in the season of '33, day, though, when Lantz began to see week and will be ready for distribu-
is a candidate for one guard position. that 'ere long the gym was going to be tion when the football season opens. 
That recital rounds out the list of vet- inadequate. And came the day when Thirty new uniforms, a number of 
erans who are sure to be on hand. such derogatory remarks as "cracker-
If Davidson, Boggs, and Baumes- box," etc., were popular terms. 
.,barger return the array.will be strength- Throughout that evolutionary process 
ened. Of those men who saw consid- Lantz was here helping athletics grow 
erable service last season without win- as fast as they could under the circum-
ning letters the following appear to be I stances. Albeit, he was adding glory to 
of most value: his own name as a coach and to the 
Raymond and Herschel Cole, two college as a leader and sportsman. 
headgears, shoulder pads, shoes, and 
socks were included in the shipment . 
Jerseys in blue, ":.'ith large platinum 
numbers on the front and smaller 
numerals on the back, wiil be the 
Panther vogue in 1935. 
---EISTC---
former TC high school stars who are Football, a sport he especially likes BLAZINE CALLED BEST 
counted on for; duty in the line; to coach, has been mercurial in its LINESMAN IN BATTLE 
"Butch" Waddell, senior line candi- treatment of him. There were years 
date; Joe Kelly, sophomore scrapper from 1910 to 1920 when any team in 
from Westville who plays at end; Don Illinois that could whip "Charley 
Jones, Calumet City grad; another L-antz's boys" was considered just about 
Don Jones, from Newton, trying out the best in the state. Millikin, Normal 
for center; Dave Kessinger, c:ass of B and the rest were soft t0uches for the 
team backs last season who is a jun- Lantzmen of that era. 
ior; Trulock, sophomore prospect at Lantzmen magic continued on 
tackle; Sam Taylor. freshman, candi- through the. early twenties and Eastern 
date in the line; Owen Shobe, sopho- reaped honor and high conference 
more tackle and B team grad; Car- standings. 
lock, a back who looked good in spring It wasn't until the pressure of better 
practice. equipment and larger enrollments at 1 
Harold Younger, another backfield other schools began to have their ef-
man of promise; V:mcaster, half-back f t th t L t b t k 'd t 
. ec s a an zmen egan o s 1 o prospect; George Cam, former . CHS th 'C' . 1 t d ' 1 . d · k H tt h d d · · 1 e average m oop s an mgs. ~ ayer, an Dtc u on, ar - r1vmg Championship teams in '27 and '31 re-
Outstanding linesman in the Chi-
cago Bears-College - AllStars game 
was Tony Blazine, according to a con-
census of opinion advanced by sports 
authorities. He was a four-year star 
at Illinois Wesleyan, winding up his 
career in 1934 with a brililant season. 
He has signed to play professional I 
football with the Chicago Cardinals 
this fall. 
If Your .Shoes Could 
Walk 
They Would Go to the llttle back who played for the B squad instated Eastern before th past three I 
last season. e 1 
Of the freshman crop at least six years happe~ed along to pare off much GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP 
men are looked upon as likely candi- of the prestige. to be rebuilt 
EISTC-- -dates. Probst, towering Edwardsville 
grad; Unitis, former Westville flash When planning your purchases, 
in the backfield ; Kline, Peoria boy who read the News ads for guidance. 
played for Pontiac; Shields, Flora, lines-
W. C. FITZPATRICK 
PHONE 74 
man; Eddie Miller, backfield graduate 
from Charleston high school's · great 
t eams of the past four seasons;; and 
Charley Hardwick, Mattoon grad are 
the sextet who have reported for duty 
to date. 
---,EISTC---
Parker Fountain Pens- 25c and up. 
Your ~arne in gold on every pen pur-
chased here. People's Drug Store-
Walgreen S1stem. North side square. 
Welcome Students-
REOPENING SE?T. 10 
CH ARL ESTO N BOWLING ALLEYS 
"Catering to Ladies and Gentlemen" 
South of the Square on Sixth St. 
+t-tl-tl-tl-ttt-••-••-w•-er•-••-•n-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-e•-tt-tl.._... •n -• .,,_ .. _.._.._,,_.,_,,_,+ I CHARLESTON PRO FESSIONAL CARDS I 
+•__._,•t-•a-u-••-•a-••-••--•-••- ••-••-+•-u-aa-tt->lt-11-ta-tt-••-••-••-••-••- +•-•-••-••-•w-••-•e-••-••-••-••-••- ••-+ 
Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 DR. W. B. TYM ~Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
J. A. OLIVER, M. D. DENTIST I DR. w. E. SUNDERMAN 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat DENTIST 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 1 Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
t 
People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 Charleston, Ill. 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Charleston, TIL 
+•---aa-u-•.-..-.w-••-••-••--•-••-••- •-••--•-••-•~~-••-••-••-••-•o-•5-11-11-•+·••-••-••-••-••-•l-ll-tt-tl-!ll-lt-••-•+ 
DR. DEAN A. AMBRosE 1r DR. cLINToN D. sw1cK.ARD DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and 
2:.00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00 
to 9:00p.m. 
604% JACKSON ST. 
Telephone 132 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST • Office Hours 9:00 to 12: '0 a. m. and 
Alexander Bldg. 2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m. 
North Side Square 
Phone 340 
Frames Repaired~Lenses Duplicated 
604% Sixth St. 
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
+•-u-••-u-aa-.a-u-ta-1t-n-••-••-••·· •-••--•-••-••--.--••-••-••-••-••-••-••--+-••-••-••-••-••-tt-tl-tl-tl-tl-tl-o-•ef 
DR. J.R. ALEXANDER 
5161h Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 
+· --- ,,_,._.._.._.._..._ .. _..~--··-
DR. H. A. SHAFFER 
Corner 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Offic.e Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone 440 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 
----·-··--·-·•-•a.-••-ta•-··--·-··--·--· 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
5111h Jackson Street 
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN 
Hours by Appointment 
Saturday and Monday Nights 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
-·~-··-··-··-··-·•-"a-••-·~-~·--·-~~~-·+ 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9 
Thursdays--9:00-12; 7-9 
+• • ,._,._.._.._,._..,___,._.t-1____ --~··-··-·--·--·--··-··-·--··-·--·--· -----·--·-··--·--·-----·-----..-...-..-.+ 
READ THE PROFESSIONAL 
CARDS 
CHARLES ~. GREER, M. S., M. D. 
721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES 
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY 
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS 
_______ .... _ ,_, -· ___ , ,_, ... ,.. ,_,,_.,, ..... ,_ •• II •• I I •• ·-· • •+ 
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__ LINCOLN THEATRE __ 
TODAY-TUES. & TOMORitOW-
'J A L NA' 
from Novel by Mazo Da ·La Roche 
with K·ay JOHNSON-Ian HUNTER 
C. Aubrey SMITH-D.avid MANNERS 
Al.,o Comedy-New~ Adm. 10c & 25c 
THURSDAY- BARGAIN DA "'\'. 
Gracie ALLEN -:- George BURNS 
in 
'HERE COMES COOKIE' 
MATINEE tOe TO ALL 
Night-Adults 15c-Cbildren 10c 
Shows 2:30-6:30-8:10 
FRIDAY-
The Biggest Liar 
The Greatest Lover 
The Hardest Fighter 
That Naughty-Naughty-Cellini 
MEN FOUGHT HIM! 
WOMEN SOUGHT HIM! 
What a man-Cellini f With one hand at 
every man's throat •.. and the other 'round 
ellery woman's wais.tl 
JOSEPH M. s·CHENCK presents 
~ ~JzedJlic 
flN.t'ETl * M4RO\ 
'" 'Jrdr([ll/N/" 
1/ AffAIJl v(/ FA/~RAY 
J1e FRANK MORG AN 
ALSO ·OO~EDY-ACT ADM. 10c & 25c 
SATURDAY--
Chester MORRIS -:- Sally EILERS 
in 
' P U RSUIT' 
Adm. 10c & 25c Also Comedy-Act 
SUN.-MON.- SEPT. t5-t6 
Clark GABLE • Wallace Berry •• • 
in 
' ' 
ALSO NEWS-MICKEY MOUSE 
tOe & 25c TILL 5:30- THEN tOe & 30c 
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New Rural Teaching Program for EI 
Will Be Inaugurated at This Session 
Clear Springs, Lafferty, Hum- Lair Dining Service 
boldt Grade and High Schools Is to Be ·Contt·nued 
Are Obtained for Project. 
Eastern State's new rural teaching 
program, wherein practice teachers 
will take their training in schools of 
the county, is scheduled to go into ef-
fect this week. Three schools, the Laf-
ferty, Clear Springs, and Humboldt 
grade and high schools, have been se-
cured as training schools. 
The cooperative plan of dining serv-
ice will again operate at the Panther 
Lair this fall according to an an-
nouncement by Hobart F. Heller, Dean 
of Men. 
Dining service is a plan of eating 
whereby each member enrolled in the 
service assists with the work, thus 
eliminating the cost of labor and ulti-
mately lowering the cost of board. The 
project was launched here last fall and I 
~as been in operation ever since. Mr. 
Heller initiated the movement and was 
Three practice teachers will train at 
Lafferty, one for each half-day period 
in Clear Springs, and five for each 
half-day period at Humboldt. Trans-
portation to and from the three 
schools will be provided by the col-
lege. Contracts were let late last week assisted by the Men's Union. 
for the means of transportation. Willard Duey, a senior, will head 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
•••••••••••··•···•······•·••···················•···· 
ONLY ONE CHAPEL HOUR 
WEEKLY IS SCHEDULED 
F·OR 1935 OBSERVANCE 
One chapel period to be held regu-
larly on Tuesdays during the third 
hour and as much of the fourth 
hour as is sometimes necessary is 
scheduled for the year 1935-36. 
Regular attendance of students and 
faculty members will be required. 
Two chapel periods each week were 
conducted last year. 
For the first week, due to the 
program for freshman registration, 
the first chapel will be held Thurs-
day at 1 p. m. The former second 
chapel he:d on ~ursday at 1 p. m. 
will be displaced by (a) time allot-
ed for various clubs and class meet-
ings formerly held during the eve-
nings; (b) special series of faculty 
lectures, announcement of which 
will be made within a few weeks. 
Mr. Eastman Cites Aims the dining service this year. He suc-
"'I'he aim of our rural school pro- ceeds Gerald McNeal, who will not re- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••""""" 
gram," w. c. Eastman, Director of turn to EI this fall. Mr. McNeal has 
Rural Education, said this summer, "is registered at Miami University, ox- 1 Dean Heller's Office 
to increase the ability on the part of ford, Ohio. I Ho r A d . . u s are nnounce 
the students in rural education in one Vmcent Kelly has been reappomted 
room and village teaching. The more student house manager at the Lair. Dean of Men Hob t F H 11 _ 
specific objectives are to enable the Kelly held the position duri~g the past nounces that he wil~r hold t:e eJon~n _ 
rural teacher to get along with rural school year and summer sessiOn. i' . . w mg office hours for conferences with 
People in their social, business, and Th L · f 1 th h d · e air was ormer Y e ea. -
1 
students: 9-12 a. m.; 1-3 p. m. These 
professional activities; to make out a quarters of the Men's Union, but with 1 conference hours are to last only until 
program and follow it successfully; the installation of the dining club has September 21 when Mr Heller leaves 
and to gain knowledge of instructional be~n transformed into a private enter- to study at C~lumbia. · 
methods in different subjects." pnse open to club members only. 'I'he He would like to meet eac-n of the 
Each of the students taking this h d t 15 d th I training will be taken to the schools d?u:'e acco~m027a es Mmen 1~r: et freshman boys for a conference before mmg serv1Ce men. en Ivmg a 1 . every morning and will teach half a th h t'tl d t d' . eavmg. Further announcement con-
. e ouse are en I e o mmg serv- cer · th· 1 ·n b · day. In addition, th~ s~udent m~t I ice privileges and are given preference mng Is pan WI e forthcommg. 
have one term of teachmg m the tram- over outsiders. E lsTc---
ing school before he is eligible to re- W S An thl t ' h d NEWS .STAFF TO MEET 
· h' d. 1 T t f t · . . gus, a e 1c coac an 
ceive IS 1p oma. wo ypes o ram- b f th L · f ult 'tt 
. mem er o e arr ac y comm1 ee, 
mg are thus guaranteed. will reside at the Lair again this year. 
Class Conducted During Sununer He has made his residence there for 
Mr. Eastman last summer term con- the past two years. 
ducted a course in rural school educa-
tion. Twenty-two students were en-
rolled. 'I'he course served as an intro-
duction to the work that will be -re-
quired of them when they begin teach-
ing under the new scheme. 
---EISTC---
Placement Bureau's 
Total Rockets to 170 
Students interested in a ffiliating 
with the News. this year are invited to 
attend a meeting in the reception room 
Wednesday, at an hour t o be announ-
ced later today. Positions are open 
for reporters, feature writers, typists, 
editorialists, and paper folders. 
Those interested who are unable to 
attend the meeting should see the 
editor, business manager, or Franklyn 
L. Andrews. 
dated school; Blanche Hankins, Shel-
by county, rural. 
Robert Thrall, University high 
Entertainment Group 
Books Four Numbers 
Tuesday, September 10, 1935 
WARBLER IS SUBMITTED 
TO CONTEST COMMITTEE 
Kathryn Walker, editor of the 1935 
H . DeF. Widger, chairman of the Warbler, reports that the year book 
Entertainment Course committee, has has been sent to the National Schol-
released the schedule of numbers for 1935_36. Whether more numbers will astic Press Association for judging in 
be added to the progr-am will depend that body's year book division. It 
upon the allotment granted the enter- marks the second year that Eastern's 
tainment fund from the student re- Warbler has been entered in ~ontest 
creation fees. The allocation has not competition. The 1934 book, edited by 
been definitely decided upon, but suf- Evelyn Hallowell, placed in the second 
ficient money to cover the scheduled division. 
events is assured. 1 Word as to outcome of the 1935 edi-
tion will not be received until early in 
October. 
---IE I STC---
Appearing first on the program will 
be the Don Gossack Russian Choir. 
It is composed of 36 male voices. They 
will appear here November 9. Wheh planning your purchases, 
Marian Winslow and her dancers read the News ads for guidance. 
are billed here for December 3. The 
Win~ow dancers, four in number, an~ 
under the same management as th:~ 
Ted Shawn dance troupe which ap-
peared here last spring. 
Lew Sarret, Northwestern univer- ~· 
sity professor, has been scheduled to 
appear in January. Mr. Sarret is a 
poet and a.lso entertains with Indian 
imitations. 
Dorothy Sands, an actress, has been 
engaged for March. She presents a 
progTam of acts and actors, who give 
character imitations from the earliest 
t imes to Mae West and her vogue. 
Two more numbers, possibly the 
Jitney Players and the White Hussars, 
may be engaged. 
Farm and . Home 
Market 
Open each Sat. 9:30 till 2:00 
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, pies. 
cakes, bread. rolls and other 
home cooked food. 
7th St.-% B!ock South of Square 
WIMMER SERVICE STATION 
Across frOilll Post Office on 6th St . 
PHILLIPS 66 GAS AND OIL 
A Premium Gas and Service at No Extra Cost 
"Try Us and Learn the Difference" 
Phone 338 
Men's New Black or Brown 
OXFORDS 
Directed by Mrs. Zelma Duzan, the 
Lafferty school has 18 students. Thir-
ty-three students · are enrolled at the 
Clear Springs school. Three students 
will teacli in the Humboldt high 
school. Andrew Muerlot, former EI 
student, is principal. Two students 
will teach in each of the two rooms of 
the Humbodt grade school. 
Twenty-six placements during the 
past eight weeks have boosted the to-
tal for the year to 170. Walter W. 
Cook, head of the Placement Bureau, 
through which most of the placements 
have been made, reports that several 
more may be expected. 
Most recent placements are: Ker-
mit Dehl, Libertyville, high school; 
Evelyn Hallowell, Annapolis, high 
school; Gerald Royer, Neoga, high 
school; Mildred Kathryn Handley, 
Kansas, high school; Louise McNutt, 
second grade, Charleston; Joseph Diel, 
Allendale, high school; Lee Edward 
Dulgar, Villa Grove, junior high school; 
Forest Montgomery, Witt, junior high 
school; Norman Strader, rural, Ash-
more; Marjorie Baker, Pearl City, jun-
ior high school; Karl McWilliams, No-
ble, · high school. 
school, Urbana, industrial arts; Ken-
neth Wilson, Mattoon junior high, in- . 
dustrial arts. 
---IEISTC---
Eight Delegates to 
Attend National Meet 
Eight delegates from Eastern State 
will attend the annual National Coun-
try Life Association meeting to be held 
at Ohio State university, Columbus, 
Ohio, September 19-22. EI's delegates, 
all associated with the local Country 
Life ch~pter~ plan to attend through-
out the four days of discussion and 
entertainment. · 
Those from EI registered to make the 
trip are Hazel Haskett, Denzel Fergus-
on, Roland Crackell, Lloyd Miller, Dor-
othy _Dearnbarger, Alice Cruse, Jose-
phine Baker, W. C. Eastman, Director 
of Rural Educa~ion and club sponsor, 
and possibly one other faculty member. 
Theme of this year's convention· in 
the student section is to be "The Kind 
of Rural Life Young People Want." 
In connection with this motif, the 
numerous conferences and discussion 
group meets will deal with talks on the 
ideals most likely to serve profitably 
for future rural residents of the nation. 
Slated to open Thursday afternoon 
at 2 p. m., the annual conference will 
adjourn late Sunday afternoon. Climax 
of the meeting will be a speech by 
Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Agri-
culture, on the subject, "Great De-
cisions Upon Which the Future of 
Rural Life Will Depend." 
Josephine Baker, president of the lo-
cal club, states that this trip is one 
of the major projects of the EI chapter, 
organized at the beginning of last 
school year. Adviser Eastman and 
Harold Homann, 1934 president, attend-
ed the national conference held at 
Washington, D. C., last September. So 
impressed was Mr. Eastman that he 
has recruited a larger delegation for 
the 1935 gathering. 
---EISTC---
When planning your purchases, 
read the News ads for guidance . 
Leplie Kanatzer, assistant in Zool-
ogy department, University of Illi~ois; 
William Bails, US Naval Aviation 
school; Herbert Wayne Cooper, Louis-
ville, Ky., high school; Elbert E. Field, 
assistant in industrial arts department, 
University of Minnesota; Dorothy Do-
land, Oakwood, township high school; 
Wanda Lee Lorton, Shumway, rural; 
M.ildred Geneva Russell, Arlington, 
grades; Samuel Brookhart, Martins-
ville, rural; Aileen Wood, TUscola, sec-
ond grade; Bernice Wilma Knight, 
Cumberland county, rural; Emma 
Jean Duff, Clay City, grades; Bonnie 
Gher, Allendale, community consoli-
%-. 
KRACKER BOX 
HAMBURGERS OUR •SPECIALTY 
5c 
A~o Ice Cream, Candy, Pop, 
Chewing Gum and Sandwiches 
Watch This Ad for 
Free Drinks 
• 
PROPRIETORS 
Cad Miller Joe Henderson 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SP·ECIALIZING 
in All KinWI of 
BEAUTY WORK 
G~odyear Welt Soles 
W. C. J;>eters, Prop. Phone 1536 
INVAA.T'S 
BllOWNbiltSHOE STODE 
BALOU' CHARLESTON BOV SCOUT 
HOSI E AV ILL. S.HO E S 
WELCOME TC .... 
Faculty and Students 
To the new school year-may it be a most profitable 
and successful year for you! 
We'r: ~!edging· to do our part with the newest and finest Men 's and Young Men 's Clothing and 
Furn~shmg stock together with a helpful, trained service interested in your individual needs 
that 1t has ever been our good fortune to o·ffer. 
·New Fall Suits and Topcoats 
FROM HART SCHAFFNER & MARX AND SILVERSTRYPE .... ............................ $20.00 and up 
I 
You 'll like the authentic style and the d·e·pendable tailoring. 
Wilson Brothers and Munsingwear Furni~hings-Bradley and J ersild Sweaters-
Cheney Neckwear-Allen A Hosiery for Women 
.... HORT ORDERS-GOOD COFFEE 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
HAMBURGERS AND CHILI LINCOLN INN SERVICE WITH A 
SMILE GROCERIES AND MEATS FIRST DOOR EAST OF CAMPUS MEET YOUR FRIENDS HERE 
